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Abstract

Nowadays, people use more and more the Internet and On-line Social Networks as their pre-

ferred media for communication as well as business and financial transactions. In particular,

the technological progress significantly increases possibilities to interact with people over big

distances.

However, any first contacts come along with incalculable risks. Without the physical

presence of a partner, the usual six human senses cannot give people a feeling of trust, safety

and security. Even over longer periods, on-line partners are hard to evaluate. Therefore, many

users look for any non-subjective possibility to get recommendations on trustworthiness of

Internet partners for private communication and/or business.

In this thesis, a new model for trustworthiness estimation is introduced. It calculates

the trustworthiness of a user by an evaluation of his/her activities with all partners over a

longer time. This practice directly corresponds to the human behaviour and psychology and

may, therefore, insure a high acceptance among the user community.

Basing on random walks, a decentralised method is derived to combine pairwise, lo-

cally kept trustworthiness evaluations into a global trustworthiness value or recommendation

on trustworthiness for any participating user. A set of simulations shows the evidence and

practicability of the introduced approach.

Furthermore, a decentralised, P2P-based approach for its implementation is suggested,

which may be employed in parallel to existing on-line social network platforms like Facebook or

Google+. It allows to obtain the wanted trustworthiness recommendation for each participant.

Differing from existing implementations, it safely keeps sensitive (since private) data, since they

are stored in a distributed, local manner including a fraud as well as a privacy protection and

(limited) owner control.
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Zusammenfassung

Heutzutage werden das Internet und Online-Soziale-Netze als bevorzugtes Medium für Kommu-

nikation, Geschäftsbeziehungen und finanzielle Transaktionen verwendet. Der technologische

Fortschritt erweitert insbesondere die Möglichkeiten zur Interaktion über große Distanzen.

Ein gewisses Risiko stellen jedoch Erstkontakte dar. Durch die fehlende physikalische

Präsenz des Gegenübers können die dem Menschen zur Verfügung stehenden sechs Sinne kein

Gefühl von Vertrauen und Sicherheit geben. Auch über länger andauernde Kontakte hinweg

sind Online-Gesprächspartner schwer einzuschätzen. Aus diesem Grund suchen viele Nutzer

nach objektivierbaren Hinweisen und Empfehlungen in Bezug auf Vertrauenswürdigkeit von

Online-Gesprächspartnern sowohl im privaten als auch im geschäftlichen Umfeld.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein Modell zur Bewertung der Vertrauenswürdigkeit von Gesprächs-

partnern in diesem Kontext vorgestellt. Es ermittelt die Vertrauenswürdigkeit eines Nutzers

auf Basis seiner Aktivitäten in Bezug auf andere Nutzer über einen längeren Zeitraum. Dieser

Ansatz orientiert sich stark am menschlichen Verhalten in der Realwelt und hat dadurch ein

hohes Akzeptanzniveau bei den Nutzern.

Durch den Einsatz von Random-Walkern werden vollständig dezentral auf dem Nutzer-

graphen paarweise Vertrauensbeziehungen evaluiert und in einen globalen Vertrauenswert für

jeden einzelnen Nutzer überführt. Die praktische Durchführbarkeit wird an Hand von Simula-

tionen demonstriert.

Weiterhin wird auf Basis dessen ein dezentraler Ansatz zur Implementierung dieses

Mechanismus in Form eines Aufsatzes auf bereits bestehende Online-Soziale-Netzwerke wie

Facebook oder Google+ vorgeschlagen. Dieser ermöglicht es, die gewünschten Empfehlungen

bzw. Vertrauenswerte für jeden Teilnehmer zu ermitteln. Im Gegensatz zu bestehenden Im-

plementierungen werden sensible (private) Daten auf verteilte und damit lokale Art und Weise

verwaltet, sodass den Nutzern weiterhin Sicherung der Privatsphäre und (begrenzte) Eigner-

schaft an diesen Daten garantiert ist.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

On-line social networks like Facebook (facebook.com), Google Plus (plus.google.com) or Twitter

(twitter.com) rapidly increase the possibilities of people to communicate with each other and

exchange information in different forms. They are quite convenient since –compared to the real-

world– the user’s personal availability (i.e. the need to be at a given time at a well-specified

location) becomes less and less important. However, a user is usually overwhelmed with a

plenty of information, which need to be filtered following a set of criteria depending on the

user’s context [1]. Meanwhile, on-line commerce recognises the value of social networks for

advertisement and to bring customers and merchants together to find, negotiate and agree on

selling contracts.

Since only a few contacts in a social network are people, organisations or companies

known from real-world contacts, new problems arise in the area of safety and security (i.e. the

degree of resistance to, or protection from, harm). This applies to any vulnerable and valuable

asset, such as a home, private items, persons, communities, organisations or even whole nation

(cyber-war) [2, 3, 4].

Consequently, an increasing need arises to protect people’s health and well-being as well

as their goods, money and transactions from any unwanted loss or manipulation, today.

According to [5], progress in computer science mostly secures the technical infrastructure

(i.e. computer, networks, data storages from any unwanted activities). The growing effort in

research and commercial endeavours for doing so is an evident proof of that.

Nevertheless, the biggest risks to an individual do not arise from the technical infras-

tructure, but from interferences with the real-world and people in it. Information becoming

available in the network may leak sensitive private details (although the user may even not be

directly aware of it) and expose his health and property to unpredictable influences.

In most cases, the unpredictability of the real background of activities as well as the goals
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of the on-line network users is the reason for that. Also, first alarming signals and behaviours

may be easily neglected by the affected users.

In real life, people can process a plenty of information from their environment and their

experiences, feelings and care can additionally protect them, in most cases, from any danger.

Individuals develop trust for each other (i.e. ‘a feeling how high the danger is that the activities

and contents distributed of the partner may harm its health and well-being’ [6, 7, 8]) as a deep

in the brain-installed natural, very individual process. Therefore, it is also immediately clear

that trust is a very subjective parameter and feeling with personal dynamics in its progress of

development [9, 10].

Recently, there is an increasing number of persons on the Internet that –despite the lack

of environmental signals and information– make private and business contacts in a fast manner.

The high speed of Internet communications puts a high pressure on people to promptly react

on incoming messages and makes it impossible to develop the needed confidence and awareness.

Consequently, the trustworthiness of a partner (especially of a newly-found one) in an on-line

social network is not based on natural trust feelings and may be often and easier than usually

manipulated. In addition, quickly established (and manipulable) guest books, customer reviews

and evaluations as well as LIKE or +1 buttons are additional means to suggest any (detailed)

judgements to the user to change, replace and cheat his (emotional) trust feelings [11, 12].

Despite the existence of those technical endeavours to convince users of the well-behaviour

of partners, the common user prefers to rely on the feelings arising from (the usually uncon-

scious interpretation of) all of his 6 human senses. In such a manner, the word of mouth [13]

and the wisdom (knowledge) of the (local) crowd [14] are –so far– still the strongest-influencing

factors affecting the human’s evaluation of Internet and social network users. More general,

reputation concepts (i.e. a public opinion about any entity –e.g. user, company, community,

etc.) are typically built as a result of a social evaluation of a set of criteria [15, 16]. In contrast,

the concept of trustworthiness accentuates a personal and subjective opinion.

In the case of the web and on-line social networks, reputation (i.e. any opinion regard-

ing a few criteria spread among several members of a community) is the only way to obtain

information about the so far unknown character of a partner. Therefore, reputation has often

replaced the lack of private knowledge about an intended partner in public and may be also

used to be a measure for its trustworthiness [17].

Although innovative results of science and engineering to obtain an objective user eval-

uation might be a significant marketing factor, there is neither a big support from content

providers nor from the user community to develop respective solutions for this purpose.

The author of the thesis argues that users interact via computers and social network ap-

plication with unknown partners. But no trust feeling exists due to missing presence. Besides,

a lot of freely-available information in on-line social networks is not collected and processed

in the right manner so far by computer. Since any progress in the described area may boost
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the success of on-line businesses and networks in a tremendous manner by supporting decision-

making based on trustworthiness recommendation, new approaches in this regards have been

developed and will be described in this thesis, which use computers in order to calculate rec-

ommendation information from social networks. Hereby, the author is aware that establishing

any new, automated trustworthiness estimation needs a long time for general acceptance and

wide usage.

1.2 Challenges of Online Social Networks

The characteristics and opportunities of on-line social networks have been recently addressed

in a plenty of publications, for some surveys see [4, 11, 18, 19]. Most of those systems are

centralised services running on a server or a farm of servers, offering users clients to access

information but perform a quite limited set of services [4, 20]. While user interfaces can be

different and adapted to the services (like matchmaking, topic-oriented information or interest

areas) most of those systems offer as basic operations:

• a target-selective possibility to post information;

• receive information from other users including a few unwanted information upon de-

cision of the system;

• forward this information;

• publish and review profile information of users;

• review the history of posted messages in a kind of ‘timeline’;

• characterise a set of users as friends and remove them from this list again (and some-

times distinguish good friends from people in different interest circles);

• like or comment content (most systems do not have an unlike possibility yet);

• broadcast, mail or post personal messages including chats in some systems.

Usually, the built friendship network (i.e. the reflection of the real-world social relations

of the user outside the computer system) is not to be seen by the single user and obviously a

well-protected –since valuable– secret of the on-line social network provider.

Scientists in the area of social network mining have been dealing for a couple of years

with the investigation of the information distribution as well as the influence of the underlying

friendship network to the dynamics of on-line social networks [18]. Those considerations, which

are mostly of theoretic [21] or simulative nature, figured out that:
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• the friendship graph has small-world properties [22] showing a high clustering coeffi-

cient as well as short average distances between any two nodes;

• the power law is not only a description of the on-line social network structure (Flickr,

LiveJournal, Orkut, Youtube) [18] but can also be used to model the intensity of

most user activities such as [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. A rare kind of activities follow a

Zipf-distribution [28];

• information distribution can be modelled using physical analogous like diffusion [21]

and is strongly influenced by the topological properties of the underlying friendship

graph;

• there is a particular dynamic in the evolution of networks.

In on-line social networks, the balance between security and privacy depends on the

purpose of that network. Challenges in this case mostly make an effort to impair conflicts in

the design of these systems [29, 30].

Guaranteeing privacy in the context of on-line social networks relates to the following

different aspects:

• prohibiting the discovery of information identifying user’s private data;

• ensuring confidence and anonymity of data. In this case, access control is used to

realise a solution;

• prohibiting the linkage of multiple private data of the owner. Therefore, storage and

transmission operations of private data must be controllable to avoid both leakages of

useful information as well as undesired manipulation on data transmission line.

As a consequence, the following goals can be defined, like protecting:

• identities across multi-systems using an anonymous access;

• personal privacy space;

• communication privacy by hiding location, time and length of connections, messages,

physiological parameters, mobile communication information and so on.

Often, users of on-line social networks easily share private (even intimate data) and a

large amount of personal and sensitive information with strangers and activities take place with

a much lower level of caution and prudence than in reality. In fact, it seems that there is no

balance between this open nature of the on-line social network behaviour and the concerns

about an increasing privacy and a requirement for special security mechanisms.
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Appropriate mechanisms of security and safety are needed to defeat possible vulnerabil-

ities to ensure the security goal (i.e. confidentiality, integrity and availability) of information

and resources (CIA Triad) such as:

• authentication and authenticity (i.e. avoiding communication with unauthorised en-

tities in order to protect private and secure sensitive information);

• data integrity (i.e. avoiding manipulation –modification, deletion, addition– of data);

• availability (i.e. ensuring a proper and prompt operation of services);

• accountability (i.e. ensuring the traceability in particular of bad, suspicious, fraud or

offending user activities).

In particular, three main security principles can and must be provided in on-line social

networks as stated in [31]:

• emphasising and developing the awareness of risk-free activities and relevant content

protection based on trust management;

• utilising an efficient access control of the users-generated information flow;

• managing a secure identity control to avoid identity theft attacks from malicious users.

Most systems are designed to keep personal information confidential. As such, interesting

information is often not accessible by an automated systems, since the providers protect their

systems against an (automated) access of agents, crawling robots or bots [32, 33, 34] and enforce

privacy policies accordingly. This makes an estimation of global trustworthiness more difficult.

Nevertheless, there is –for sure– a trade-off between the use of results of data mining on

the one hand and keeping the privacy of on-line users on the other hand today. Less privacy

results from the wish, more exact conclusions obtain from data mining processes. Obviously,

the realisation of both goals is a contradictory wish.

Admittedly, the design of an underlying system as a fully decentralised (i.e. Peer-to-

Peer) system may be an approach to get closer to realise the privacy-related goal. The local

storage and management grant the possibility of self-protection, complete control of privacy

but also a trust-based access control, in case the respective methods are developed. Thereof,

the service provider’s control of private and sensitive information may be avoided however

the user exploration by data mining will be significantly more difficult. Last but not least,

confidentiality and integrity of stored data are naturally obtained.

So far, research failed to establish such a fully decentralised approach. The author of the

thesis claims that any serious evaluation of users and their activities and contents distributed
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must and can be carried out in a peer-to-peer fashion by an independent user-owned entity,

which is not involved in the collection and presentation of information by the centralised service

providers and cannot be influenced by the participating parties, although it will be transparent

to them.

The fundamentals of such a system shall be introduced in the thesis presented.

1.3 Contribution of Thesis

The author argues for the development of his solution that a separate system outside the

typically centralised, on-line social network(s) needs to be built to evaluate different user’s

activities coupled with contents distributed. To acquire a robust and flexible system which

is impossible to manipulate, a decentralised solution basing on a peer-to-peer network will

be suggested. As already said, such a system will also contribute –due to its decentralised

character– to the user data protection and might later replace even the centralised on-line

social network systems.

The proposed method offers a newly-developed mechanism for the calculation of a global

trustworthiness parameter for every participant of a social network as the result of processing all

mutual partner-to-partner activities. In a second step, another approach allows a combination of

the network-wide, pairwise trustworthiness parameters by another local, random walker-based

method. It evaluates trust depending on the position of the partners in the social network and

combines those values accordingly into a single trustworthiness recommendation for each user.

Figure 1.1: Mutual Influences in Service Networks
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The intended trustworthiness to a direct user is based on the understanding and mod-

elling of the trust feeling in the human brain, which is usually established between two human

parties only by:

• knowing each other for a long time;

• being able to predict the other person’s activities together with its-related contents;

• confirming that those activities and contents distributed do not harm the partner.

It is known (see also Figure 1.1) that besides network properties also the contents of

any information distributed shall be processed. It will be shown that quantitative evaluations

of user activities, content distributed, distribution times, frequencies, receivers, etc. are all

together significant sources for the intended evaluation of trustworthiness of a user.

A method will be introduced, which can recognise data in a local manner and on a longer

time frame but also shows an ‘oblivion’ character to adapt to new developments as well as the

configuration of trust dependence. Therefore, the author will contribute to the state of the art

with the following methods, results and solutions:

• It will be shown that an evaluation of trust towards a partner basing on interactive

activities of users in an on-line social network is possible. Besides activities, also

contents distributed as well as social interactions are considered. The awareness of

how human beings psychologically develop trust is used by including an ‘oblivion’ pro-

cess, introducing initial trust, customising trust development and endurance processes

following human character traits.

• A fully, decentralised random walker-based method TrustScore for a peer-to-peer

network will be derived, which can combine trust of all local users to a recommendation

on trustworthiness for every participant depending on their activities and contents

distributed as well as position in the full, complex connection structure of the network.

• Simulations will demonstrate that the consideration of trust in a social network can

have stabilising effects on the topology of the network structure itself.

• A trustworthiness recommendation framework is introduced, which is also protected

against fraud and includes a full privacy preservation.

In the suggested implementation, a system architecture will be developed running a

separated peer software on every client node of the on-line social network. This software is

able to record and control local data and activities and communicate independently with other

instances. It will be shown that the bootstrap problem to set up this decentralised system can
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be solved by copying and updating the existing friendship relations of the participating nodes

from the on-line social network. Of course, the presented approach will work even if not all

on-line social network members participate.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

Following the above-described progress to be achieved, the thesis will have the following outline:

Chapter 2: The following chapter will discuss the current state of the art.

Since effects investigated in psychology and sociology have influenced the research in a

significant manner, an interdisciplinary review about this topic shall be given first. It is followed

by some computer-science related considerations on the evaluation of trust or trustworthiness of

direct users, trust propagation and global trustworthiness as well as the needed, fundamentals of

complex networks, peer-to-peer and on-line social network systems. Since also content aspects

shall be considered, a short review on the needed methods of natural language processing will

conclude this chapter.

Due to the interdisciplinary character of the thesis, this literature review allocates a

bigger space than usual to explain sociological and psychological backgrounds in a clearer

manner.

Chapters 3 and 4: These chapters contain the main, scientific part of the thesis. In

particular, the formal background of the new methodology is presented. At first, the human

process of gaining trust will be modelled. Cumulated activity factors are introduced among

two partners and these increasing and decreasing factors are analysed in a qualitative and

quantitative manner. By doing so, different parameters of activities coupled with contents are

made combinable on a single scale. In the sequel, exponential ‘oblivion’ process of human

thinking is solved through utilising time window techniques. It makes possibility of dismissing

the influence of obsolete, historical activities to cumulated activity factor. Later, it will be

shown how this cumulated activity factors can be transferred into a pairwise trust in a real-

valued spectrum of [0, 1] via normalisation functions. As a closure part of the chapter, negative

activities and their impact on pairwise trust are taken into account.

Subsequently, in chapter 4, a method is presented, to calculate a global trustworthiness

value for the participants in a decentralised manner. Therefore, pairwise trust of any two users

in the network, originating from their activities and contents distributed, will be processed. For

this purpose, the well-known PageRank algorithm [94] is modified into a TrustScore method.

It will be shown that this TrustScore calculation can be executed in fully distributed, de-

centralised P2P system, if a respective interface is implemented. Subsequently, some needed

side algorithms and methods like a network-sized estimation are discussed to complete the

description of the approach.
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Particular specification details and demands will also be derived and discussed here.

Chapter 5: After its introduction, the TrustScore method shall be evaluated. Since a

mathematical proof is impossible, some simulations with the respective results shall be discussed

in this chapter. Furthermore, the author comes up with the hypothesis that trust has manifold

influences on the social network, what shall be also considered, simulated and discussed here

using the application and effects of the developed trustworthiness evaluations.

Chapter 6: This chapter shall present a possible implementation of the new TrustScore

approach in the context of (existing) on-line social networks. Several aspects of a possible

implementation are discussed. Consequently, the integration of all the described mosaic stones

in a single, trustworthiness recommendation framework for existing on-line social networks will

be presented, which also supports both fraud-protecting and privacy-preserving criteria.

Chapter 7: At this point, in the final chapter, all relevant results achieved shall be

summarised and an outlook on future, possible research works and application perspectives

will be given.

It shall be mentioned that most of the presented results have already been published by the au-

thor by talks and in the proceedings of international, peer-reviewed scientific conferences (e.g.

in [35, 36, 37]). The main contributions of these articles have been investigated and worked

out by the author of this thesis.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 Aspects of Human Interactions

Understanding the basics of human interactions is indeed very helpful for the ability to evaluate

other people’s intentions, choose a possible answer action and assess their relative pro’s and

con’s for an accurate decision-making. Differing from animals, the human being is –beside its

underlying limbic (or animal) character– able to think, plan and make decisions, which results

in social behaviour, control and interactions.

Social interactions (Definition 1.) are dynamic sequences of social actions between

two or more people within the human society.

According to [38], a social action is not only psychological behaviour based on internal

physical movements inside an individual but also includes a meaning and a purpose of the

action towards the partners and especially expects a respective reactive action. Depending

on the replies of an interaction of partners, people can adjust actions in the course and react

accordingly. Both, understanding and evaluating actions help people in suitably determining

reactions. Consequently, there is diversity in patterns of social interactions. The intertwined

patterns of actions and social interactions establish the concept of social relations.

Social relations (Definition 2.) (also called social ties) are relationships between two

individuals in group, organisation, society.

A complex series of social relations build the social structures, in which the networking

possibility is enabled by connecting each unit of groups, organisations or societies to others.

More precisely, social relationships are the fundamental elements of the social structure. Social

relationships reflect the role of all units in the society as well as maintain it. Friendships,

business and financial exchanges are just several examples of social relations.

Social structure (Definition 3.) consists of individuals and a set of connections

among them, which are derived from their social relations.

There are some primary characteristics, which may be observed in existing social struc-
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tures. The activities of their individuals usually ensure that:

• the stability of the structure despite changes in the population is preserved;

• a context in which human interactions occur effectively is constructed;

• the privileges in which each participant is involved are restricted and protected.

One important question related to the properties of social structures of the large off-line

social network is: how the structures can be characterised and how an appropriate model can

be found? The psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted one of his famous experiments in 1967

[22]. His observation was that there usually exist small average shortest path length as well

as clusters in such structures. He attempts to find the average distance between any people in

the network and obtained the well-known presence of so-called small-world phenomenon, and

later known as the “six degrees of separation” in the human society. The result indicates that

any two individuals in the social structure are likely to be connected through short chains of

intermediate acquaintances (i.e. chains containing in average six people in-between).

Later on, Watts and Strogatz [39, 40] –inspired from Milgram’s ideas– proposed a par-

ticular category of small-world networks.

Their model, which is also used in the simulations of this thesis, starts from a con-

struction of a ring lattice with n vertices and k edges per vertex connecting it to its nearest

neighbours. Then, the model mechanism allows a re-adjustment of the edges. Therefore, the

end point of each edge is randomly rewired with a probability p.

In fact, small-world properties are observed in many real-world phenomena including

food chains, electric power grids, networks of brain neural, and last but not least also in on-

line, social network friendship graphs. Finding these properties in structures of real systems

supports the possibility of modelling real-world processes and computing them within this

model.

The knowledge of interactions between individuals and the respective social structure

(i.e. context of interaction) shape different patterns of human behaviour. Human behaviour is

considered as action and reaction in response to influences of the environment. In a distinctive

context, a sequence of behaviours is grouped into different social interaction types, for example

in the context of on-line social networks, in term of on-line cooperation, information sharing,

revelations of personal information and so on. In this context, behaviours are classified by both

the different forms of activities and their related contents, which can be observed, recorded and

measured.

The assessment of social interactions and behaviours composes a (mostly hierarchical)

structure constraint within the society. The structure is determined by the trust connection

and determines how a party can interact with its partners which also affects the question of how
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global trustworthiness of individuals in an entire community can be calculated by a method

concerning analysis of that complex structure?

The observed structures of human social relationships were assumed from effects of:

• cooperative and non-cooperation (competitive) behaviour in Ostrom [41] and

• trust from human behaviour in Sutcliffe et al. [42]

The computational trust model introduced by Sutcliffe involves:

• Dunbar’s distribution of different social relationship layers (viz. strong ties, medium

ties, weak ties) in relation to trust;

• social interaction strategy and behaviour processes following Dunbar’s ‘Social Brain

Hypothesis (SBH)’.

The ‘Social Brain Hypothesis’ is an evolutionary social psychological theory explaining

the evolution of human social structure. Different intensity levels of social interaction determine

the structures of relationships. Trust –derived from interactions– is considered as a major factor

influencing the strength of relationship layers.

• Strong tie layer: results in a trust value which is higher than a threshold (i.e. stable

point).

• Medium tie layer: is a sensitive case with a trust value oscillates between two values.

This tie can reduce to a weak tie if –for instance– too many lies are detected. Medium

tie may only develop to a higher layer, if a significant, additional social effort is invested

in trust gain.

• Weak tie layer: is determined, if trust between two individuals is lower than a thresh-

old. Normally, such a trust value is significantly small due to the restriction of social

relationship between the individuals.

As an extension of the research in the context of social networks, the influence between

social structure characteristics (measured by the two metrics average shortest path length and

average clustering coefficient) and social trust will be later investigated in a simulative manner

in subsection 5.4.

The above discussed thoughts are the psychological and sociological foundations not

only for the terms of trust and trustworthiness, but also for their application in on-line social

networks. Consequently, trust and recommendation on trustworthiness as basics for a trust-

aware decision-making are briefly discussed in the next subsections of this chapter.
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2.2 Psychological and Sociological Aspects of Trust

2.2.1 Fundamentals of Understanding of Trust

In interpersonal communication, humans frequently must intuitively make a decision with who

to communicate, interact, cooperate, compete, and for what purpose. From this decision de-

pends on which resources may be used along with which conditions and how long. All these

decisions are made in the sense of reliability depending on what humans call trust:

Trust (Definition 4.) is a feeling of how high the danger or risk is that the activities

and contents distributed of the partner may harm its health and well-being.

Note that trust is a feeling generated inside each human in a very individual manner.

This process is hard to understand and its modelling seems to be even more difficult. In the

human brain, a set of different areas is activated in charge of making a model of mental states

of others in terms of trust determination without being consciously aware of it [43].

The trust mechanism in the human brain assists in decision making in uncertainty sit-

uations containing some inherent risk in cooperating in organizational relationships with other

individuals. However, in a dynamic and complex environment, trust matters exist not only

on the individual level [8, 44, 45] but also at team level between different groups (friends,

communities, organizations, companies, nations, etc. . . . ) [46, 47, 48].

In a computer environment these so far not fully understood processes cannot be im-

plemented or used. Instead, a justification or a simple quantitative hint shall be given to a

human user, whether a user should trust another individual or not (this will later be called

trustworthiness). Remarkably, almost all researchers concentrate on ‘trust’ itself, but recently,

the notion of ‘distrust’ is a hotly discussed research topic, too. [49, 50, 51, 52, 53].

Since trust is a feeling deep inside each human personality/brain it can be identified

only through measurement processes of so-called trust signals.

Trust signals (Definition 5.) are sets of activities and contents distributed which

may be the reason for any concerns of harm or non-harm.

In general, trust signals can be regarded as information that affect the building, change

or destruction of the feeling of trust. The sequence of these signals over time can be helpful to

analyse and determine the degree of trust among any two individuals.

2.2.2 Measuring Trust Signals

Two major strategies exist for the determination of trust signals from an individual:

• Exploring rational-choice behaviours [54, 55]. This approach bases on the fact that

individuals try to maximise positive feelings and results while undesirable, adverse

ones shall be minimised.
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That means that positive, friendly or supportive behaviour from a partner is rated

as a maximum of positive trust signal of that person and vice versa. One example

is behaviour exhibited in behavioural games (e.g. the Prisoner’s the organizational

Dilemma Game).

• Quantitative physiological measurements. Today’s technical progress allows with both

hardware and software technology to measure body signals and behaviours which are

used in the area of affective computing to detect trust signals.

Therefore, it is assumed that affective states and physiological conditions not only

influence human behaviours but directly correlate to an expression of trust in activities.

As a result, measuring differentiated signals of affective states by different technologies

enables a determination of current trust signals. Potential sources of such information

can typically be:

◦ brain activities;

◦ psychological response patterns;

◦ cognitive and emotional processes;

◦ neurochemical processes;

◦ social and emotional factors.

Commonly, the following technologies can be, therefore, applied in affective computing

exploitations:

◦ electroencephalography (EEG): recording and evaluating the electrical activ-

ity in the brain over a period of time;

◦ functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIR or fNIRS): measuring brain ac-

tivity through thermodynamic responses associated with neuron behaviour;

◦ functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRT): measuring brain activity by

detecting changes in blood flow;

◦ questionnaire: collecting information from respondents by using a series of

questions and other prompts.

There are a lot of empiric attempts to find a connection between several physiological,

physical measurements and trust. In the literature, a plenty of partial results are

published.

◦ Following neuroscience and neuropsychology of social behaviour, brain activi-

ties and psychological response patterns of observed behaviours are measured

to find a correlation with trust relationships, for results see [56];
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◦ It was shown that cognitive and emotional states (i.e. frustration, surprise

and workload) indicated are correlated to the existence of trust in typical

interactions between humans and their computer systems, according to [57].

Thereof, these states were measured by experiments using EEG and fNIRS;

◦ Several significant results of the research direction give important information

on the Limbic System consisting of many cognitive processes involving the

amygdala. According to [58] and measurements with fMRT, the amygdala

plays a key role in the general evaluation of trust feelings of an individual;

◦ There is some significance for a relationships between neurochemicals and

trust (e.g. the role of oxytocin as “trust hormone” in interpersonal trust and

relationship behaviour [59, 60]);

◦ Following social/emotional approach, [8, 44, 61, 62] identify particularly psy-

chological influences to trust, trust-influencing sociological factors and be-

haviours predictable by character properties of the individual, and deeply

programmed in the limbic system of amygdala;

◦ Researchers rely on social and emotional signals in order to find correlations

between trust feelings and their dynamics through an assessments of answers

in a questionnaire. The Big-Five personality traits (i.e. Five Factor Model

abbreviated by FFM) is the most famous approach for doing so. It evaluates

five dimensions, describing the human personality and psyche (i.e. its open-

ness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness –including good-natured,

cooperative, trustful– and neuroticism). According to [63], basing on values

determined for those 5 dimensions, mostly agreeableness positively correlates

with the quality of trust relationships;

◦ It is known that the antecedents of trust to relations are very diverse, hardly

identifiable, difficult to quantify but can not be ignored. According to [64],

recent research also pays attention to the perception of social and emotional-

relevant factors such as stereotypes (gender, prejudices, occupational group,

voice, physical appearance ...), rapid judgements or responses to facial fea-

tures, even smell processes [65];

◦ Additionally, some research discovered a strong relationship between trust

and culture as well as a pattern of socialisation [66, 67].

Unlike living system, biological factors do not exist for explaining trust in technical

systems. As a result, be confined in social network systems, the quantitative physio-

logical measurements based on characteristics and interests of the user in the network
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–reflecting via indicators of social and emotional information– is dedicated for the

main contribution throughout this thesis.

A plenty of further psychological and sociological publications deal with the complex

problem of understanding trust [7, 8, 9, 15, 55, 62, 64]. Most papers extend the above given

definition of trust in a diverse, broad and complicated manner depending on the concrete

researcher, applications or purpose. A few aspects of those trust definitions are given as an

overview below. Trust is defined as:

• “. . . the willingness (or acceptance) of a party to be vulnerable by an actions of another

party based on the expectation that the other party will perform a particular action

important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other

party . . . ” by Mayer et al. 1995 [8];

• “. . . a subjective expectation an agent has about another agents future behaviour based

on the history of their encounter . . . ” in multi-agent systems by Mui [15];

• “. . . (or –symmetrically– distrust) a particular level of a subjective probability with

which an agent will perform a particular action . . . ” by Gambetta [55];

• “. . . a willingness to accept vulnerability or risk based on expectations regarding to

another person’s behaviour . . . ” by Borum [64];

• “. . . a commitment to an action based on belief that the future actions of that person

will lead to a good outcome and trust . . . ” in the Semantics Web by Golbeck [68].

So far, in most cases trust problems have been discussed only in the context of the human

society. Things may change significantly, if technical systems are used for communication or

replace partially human activities. To understand those issues, things must be understood in

a deeper manner and formal models must be derived, which can be processed in a computer

environment.

2.2.3 User Trust and Technical Systems

The definitions in the previous sections are very diverse, however some common characteristics

of trust can be derived from them:

• there is a high ambiguity in the fundamental understanding of trust concepts, and

consequently there are multiple definitions of trust;

• distinctions between trust feelings, concepts of trust determination and the perception

of trust and trustworthiness are unclear and often not mentioned;
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• it is difficult to find consensus in definition of trust and related terms due to differ-

ent points of view of the researchers and the different affected fields of science (e.g.

psychology, sociology, medicine, economy);

• none of the definitions is adequately capable of satisfying all different meanings and

context-specific properties of trust for a commonly accepted trust definition;

• the derivation of trust between any two users is a very subjective process of each party

which might be represented as quality of relationship with someone else so-called a

pairwise trust (PT) value on a given scale. Pairwise trusts each another between two

users are called mutual trust (MT). The pairwise trust values are not identical (not

symmetric) for any pair of users.

Depending on the application, purpose or personal background of the researcher, differ-

ent models of trust and its dynamic may be established to describe the process of trust building,

change and possibly destruction of trust.

A Trust model (Definition 6.) is a set of rules aiming at describing the influence

of trust signals for evaluation and maintaining trust in relationships among parties as well as

methods or algorithms to calculate a quantitative, maybe multi-dimensional, measure for its

intensity.

It is clear that trust depends on the history of the trust feeling for another individual,

as well as the history of signals received, which are influenced by the mutual activities and the

information exchanged.

Trust evaluation (Definition 7.) comprises all processes by which a quantitative

determination of trust between a pair of parties is derived from their history and trust signals

with their history.

Note again that there is a subjective perception of trust, risk and vulnerability from

possible negative consequences of harming behaviours and the decision, whether they are willing

to depend on or intend to depend on it. This feeing may be even different in two similar

situations (e.g. if only the expected benefit from the cooperation with the partner is changed).

Besides the history of trust and trust signals also the arrival of predicted situations,

events or activities may play a role [69]. In this case, even a harming event may be positively

evaluated, if it occurs as predicted.

In general, any model must be able to process positive and negative trust signals which

may cause an increased or reduced trust feeling. Furthermore, in a particular context, a plethora

of trust signals might be available, even within a wide spectrum from negative to positive

meanings. In this case, positive and negative trust signals may intertwine and interfere with

each other (abnormal case of detection of inconsistency), it is said that the consistency for trust

signals is not given or probably ignored. Instead of considering consistency, these contradictory
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trust signals result in most cases in a negative evaluation, since the behaviour of the other party

is not clear, well-defined or predictable.

It is also important to mention that trust does not depend only on the history and

character of the persons participating in any mutual activities. Further influencing factors are:

• ...social and contextual elements of the relationships. The interpretation of the context

of the relationship affects trust evaluation. When the context varies, trust needs to

be re-evaluated;

• ...the social acceptance of behaviour [70] in the whole (group, community, organi-

sation) (i.e. contextual norms). These norms satisfy the expectation of the whole

particular system. Contextual norms are comparable to law or ethic discipline in a

real society and may differ with country or region on earth;

• ...public opinions (preference and interestingness) vary constantly due to dynamic

group building processes in bigger communities. An automated-detection might be

required over time but is hard to automatise.

As several times mentioned, trust has dynamic components and depends on history.

Figure 2.1 shows the development of an assumed, quantitative and one-dimensional trust rep-

resentation among any, in the beginning unknown persons over time and definitely demonstrates

the cumulative property of that process.

The choice of a S-like shape of the trust curve was motivated by Straker [71]. His works

also include the concept of a hysteresis between the curves of gaining and destructing trust,

where increasing trust and betrayal or lies, deception follow the different directions in the curves

(see also [72, 73]).

It can be seen that the trust value is initialised with a certain value, the so-called initial

trust which depends on the subjective properties of a person and its character traits. Trust

develops over time in a non-linear manner. Only after some time of positive experiences the

given trust to a person is increased until it reaches a stable point (i.e. saturation phase)

when the person are fully trusted. In the same manner, betrayal may result in an opposite

development as shown by the red curve. Usually, there is a hysteresis between the curves of

gaining and destructing trust, caused by the characteristics of human brain to remain in a given

status. Note that rough life situations (e.g. significant, hard lies or life-saving activities) may

result in an immediate jump of the trust evaluation. In the first time in this thesis, even a

lower final level (0) of trust reduction than the given initial trust may be reached.

Basing on trust evaluations in the human brain, decisions about the interaction and

cooperation with partners are made.
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Figure 2.1: Activities-based Utilisation of Trust

A Trust decision (Definition 8.) expresses the willingness to depend or intend to

depend on someone with a feeling of freedom from danger in a specific context even with the

possibility of a risk-taking assessment.

Consequently, trust is important for supporting social control [74] as well as decision

making [75], social networking [76, 77], commerce [78] and especially in e-commerce [79, 80, 81,

82].

As above mentioned, trust is a subjective feeling inside the human brain and depends

on human behaviour, individual psychological characteristics and the environment. All partic-

ipating processes are very complex, hard to understand and so far never fully modelled or even

projected in an expressible value or string.

As a consequence, it must be understood that trust cannot be given to another human by

any rational activity or communication process. All what can be done is the determination and

exchange of any experience or recommendation concerning a partner expressed in numbers or

vectors. Trustworthiness is considered to represent such characteristic by unique representative

value [62]. Basing on Borum definition in [64], trustworthiness definition is derived as following:

Trustworthiness (Definition 9.) is the degree or quantitative calculation which re-

flexes the characteristics of the user being trusted. It is derived from the environment in which

trust may occur or not.

Different publications in the literature can be distinguished by the components (i.e.

dimensions) used to compose trustworthiness. Appearance of trustworthiness is only when

a user willing to trust its partner and confidently believe that partner is reliable and has

high dimensions of trustworthiness. In that case, partner has trustworthiness and obtained
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value is considered as level of trustworthiness of partner. Level of trustworthiness is not only

‘. . . measure of belief in the honesty, fairness and benevolence . . . ’ but may contain more

facets. In fact, due to the use of slightly different language by various researchers to describe

the components of a perceived trustworthiness, a classification and comparison may be difficult.

Several examples are:

• Solomon 1960 [83] -benevolence;

• Larzelere et al. 1980 [84] -benevolence, honesty;

• Kee and Knox 1970 [85] -competence, benevolence;

• Lieberman 1981 [86] -competence, integrity;

• Kasperson et al. 1992 [87] -competence, benevolence, predictability;

• Gabarro 1978 [69] -competence, goodwill, integrity, predictability, openness, careful-

ness;

• Anderson and Narus 1990 [88] -competence, predictability;

• MacKnight & Chervany [49, 81] has identified four categories of components in trusting

belief instead of only three collections –ability, benevolence, integrity– in Mayer et al.

1995 [8]. In the work of MacKnight & Chervany, analysing 65 published definitions of

trust indicates that they are categorised within four groups:

◦ competence (competence[including ability, capability, good judgement], ex-

pertness, dynamism),

◦ benevolence (benevolence, goodwill, responsiveness),

◦ integrity (integrity [including honesty, sincerity], morality [including good-

ness], credibility, reliability, dependability)

◦ predictability(predictability [including consistency], openness, carefulness [in-

cluding confidences safe], personal attraction)

Based on highest number of appearance of trustworthiness components in each group

as 1) competence (13%), 2) benevolence(19%), 3) integrity (8%) and 4) predictability

(7%) (value-less), a label of each group is selected as a representative component of

group. Predictability is less important and can be excluded from these groups. The

reason is that the investigation bases on the survey and on the initial trust model,

which attempt to examine characteristics of people to be trusted.

However, in ongoing trust model, actions become the most important factors for the
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development of trust. In this respect, predictability along with consistency becomes

the most key factors. In a nutshell, MacKnight & Chervany describe a set of major

components of trustworthiness (competence, benevolence, integrity, predictability).

Recently, nearly all research works have chosen 3 big predictors of trustworthiness at

the broadest level of abstraction [8, 89] as well as [64]:

• ability,

which refers to the perceptions of a partners capability or to accomplish an activity

or work and

• benevolence,

which refers to perception and demonstration of altruistic, kind, caring, goodwill,

empathic, agreeable, desiring, motivating and operating non-profit work to aid others

and

• integrity

which refers to perceptions of honesty, good faith, agreement, not lying, moral and

ethical principle, keeping promises.

Trust decisions are thus, not surprisingly, rather trustworthiness decisions. They are

basing on maybe fuzzy functions of the perceived fundamental data of the partner, which

expresses the characteristics of a person to be trusted in terms of ability, benevolence and

integrity. In consequence, psychological, sociological aspects and technological functions, as

well as utilities in the context of a social network must be smoothly mingled into trustworthiness

parameters (or trust estimations via trustworthiness calculations).

Trustworthiness calculation (Definition 10.) (analogously: estimation) are calcu-

lative processes by which the trustworthiness of users is determined.

An example for such trustworthiness calculations –i.e. calculating global trust values–

is given in EigenTrust [90], which only considers either successful or unsuccessful file download

information. In general, collecting data for evaluating trust is not easy but the more difficulty

to apply any trust-related information in computer systems is that instrumental measurements

and additional sensors might not be applied to a common system user. In addition, in the data

protection laws of some countries, the collection of sensitive personal information is forbidden or

strongly limited. Thus, new innovative methods must be found to collect the needed information

from other channels or in an indirect manner (as it has been done for instance via mouse

movements for intrusion detection and user identification [91]).
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2.2.4 Sources of Trust-related Content

Evaluating trust between a pair of users often relies on different either explicit or implicit

signals from social relations. As soon as technical systems are involved, data sources must be

established, which may give hints or reasons to a user, why to trust an entity (or not). There

are three main sources from interactions in social media to obtain trust:

• Explicit source

Trust is derived from explicit data –emphasising on feedback as a source of trust– which

are provided intentionally rather than analysed or interpreted for further meaning.

Feedbacks from commercial transactions in the past about the different qualities of

the seller are available on-line on Ebay, Amazon are examples. Furthermore, in Web

of Trust in [92] a third party relies on explicit rating-based trust information. On

Advogato, judgements on other users basing on a three-level certification may be

made (i.e. master, journeyer and apprentice). The scale of 10 distinct levels is used

in a website offering an evaluation of the hospitality of homestay (couchsurfing.com).

The taxi-system Uber (uber.com) allows taking rider feedback very seriously from 1

to 5 stars. Grab (grab.com) identifies low or 5 star performing drivers by evaluating

feedback about drivers and service on different aspects such as punctuality, smile,

attitude of driver (polite, cautious and courteous), state of car (clean, comfortable

and pleasant) and reminding to rate for service. Last but not least, guestbooks on

most commercial webpages give the possibility to express feedback opinions by text

contributions.

However, the approach based on feedback incurs a lot of deficiency as descriptive seven

reasons below:

◦ losing multi-facets of trust. In the feedback approach, both histories of in-

teractions and the context are not considered. Feedback-based trust only

reflexes a snapshot of mind at the time when users giving feedbacks. With

this respect, the generation of feedback-based trust is not reasonable and

similar to the construction of interpersonal trust;

◦ being inconvenient for providing ratings after having experience (e.g. only

60.7% of the buyers and only 51.7% sellers on eBay rating about each other

[17]);

◦ lacking considerations on feedback credibility. For instance, the Pollyanna

effect (i.e. a bias toward positive rating (see [15])) indicates that almost all

feedbacks refer to a positive outcome and rarely to a negative one. According

to statistics from [17], empirical buyer-giving ratings on eBay’s reputation
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system indicates that 0.6% is negative; less than 0.5% is neutral, but ap-

proximately 99% is positive. Also the eBay’s sellers gave only 1.6% negative

rating to the buyers;

◦ being unsuitable for support of constructing automated trust systems since

the supply of feedbacks is mandatory;

◦ supporting various potential attacks such as Sybil attack, on-off attack, in-

dependent bad-mouthing attack, collaborative bad-mouthing attacks, and

conflict behaviour attack [93];

◦ also having the possibility that complex, differentiated feedback cannot be

given like in Facebook, Google Plus or Twitter. In fact, reactions exist

here only in textual replies or reviews, comments and a simple form of ‘like’

button. It has been proved that such ‘simple’ activities with advantage of

enormous volume of it within an entire on-line community will contribute

more meaning than explicit feedbacks, but normally only positive and not

differentiated feedback is provided;

◦ a lower amount of feedback is collected in comparison with a direct inter-

action and behaviour approach. For instant, following source of Facebook

as of 10th Feb 2014, the like and share buttons are viewed and used across

almost 10 million websites per day, while up to 4.75 billion pieces of content

shared daily as investigation statistics in May of 2013. The drawback of a

limited data volume is that it is the main reason leading to scarcity problem.

As a result, computational trust methods based on propagation obtains a

deterioration in the accuracy.

• Implicit source

In this case, trust is derived from behaviour and personal experience analysis of users.

Relevant features are established to determine how much trust is expressed by inference

of user’s activities and textual contents concern.

There are several typical examples from different contexts which are of relevance.

On Peer-to-Peer systems, trust evaluations also may considered provided poisoned or

faked files as well as the availability of peers or the number of files for download. As an

example, successful downloads in a P2P network are analysed in [90]. PageRank [94]

relies on the vast of links as an indicator of trust. The endorsements and connections

in LinkedIn (linkedIn.com) for discovering potentially interesting business partners

and a number of re-tweets in Twitter could are considered in other works.

In addition, the users could be evaluated by bookmarking interesting URLs (del.icio.us),

posts and comments on new stories on science and technology (slashdot.org), visible
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songs to listen (last.fm), sharing videos, photos, messages and comments via pro-

files and networks (friendster.com), comments on uploaded photos by other users

(flickr.com), adding other users as friends for viewing public events (rsscalendar.com)

as stated in [11]. Trust-related activities in (instagram.com) are likes and comments

on posts in form of photos or videos that is posted by user or friends are liking and

commenting on it. Some researchers, for instants, [95, 96], utilise human perceptions

such as stereotypes for the potential of assessing trust.

• Hybrid source

Trust can be also derived from combining both explicit and implicit source of data

(i.e. combine several information sources using intelligent algorithms).

Amazon.com uses an explicit rating whenever possible and user’s historical activities

of purchase in the case of unavailable explicit ratings. In youtube.com, not only explicit

ratings for partner’s videos posted but also information about subscribers, uploads,

comments, adding to favourites are treated [97]. Epinion.com possibly supports not

only interesting product reviews, the number of reading reviews, inserting users into

block list but also a numeric review ratings from 1 to 5. In airbnb.com, along with

textual reviews, an overall star rating and a set of star rating following different

categories (i.e. overall experience, cleanliness, accuracy, value, communication, arrival,

location) could be submitted by guests.

Finally, it must be concluded that there are a lot of reasons for supporting the use of

implicit sources and a lot of models of trust are based on different kind of trust signals derived

from this approach (i.e. derive trust implicitly from interactions and behaviour [98]). There

are several supportive arguments:

1. In reference to Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) in [99], behavioural beliefs and

intentions lead to related behaviours. Therefore, actual behaviours are required to be

understood and exploited for evaluating trust.

2. The derivation of trust from behaviours is affirmed by various application contexts

presented in prior researches, for instances, work collaboration and social communi-

cations [7, 8], e-banking and e-commerce [100], automation and intelligent machine

[101], mobile application [102, 103] as mentioned in [102].

3. Most researchers in the social network context have criticised the direct feedback

approach, see above.

4. Textual contents, referring to the trust definition of Rotter [62]: “. . . a long time ago

an expectancy held by an individual or a group that word, promise, verbal or written
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statement of another individual or group can be relied upon . . . ” would give a great

value to trust evaluation.

These contents make one vulnerable from harm with the utilisation of this information.

Thus, textual contents and its characteristics assist in deciding if relying on another

one or not. For example, Touhid et al. [104] mentioned that text written in natural

language as comments could be used to determine trust-relating human opinions.

In a nutshell, the precision of an evaluation of user’s activities can be increased by

evaluating also texts/contents distributed, which are made publicly available.

5. The importance of activities to trust development in the context of on-line social net-

works is confirmed by Grabner-Kräuter et al. [76, 77].

Trust is established stably primarily based on interactions upon interpersonal trust

communication. Trusted relationships are mostly based on the indicator of the ob-

served communication behaviours, the prediction of processes from historic experiences

and the interaction frequency with other community members in the past.

6. Research works related to behaviour in social networks have recently obtained several

exciting results, but are still limited regarding the kind of interactions and social

relations. Examples are YouToBe [97], the exchange of personal messages in Facebook

[105], quantifiable measures of observed communication behaviour using Twitter data

[106] or the use of the Boltzmann-like mathematical model in [107] and game theoretic

models in [108].

Several articles showed a positive correlation between trust and interactive activities

on an on-line system based on presented classifications and prototypical examples [11]

or only suggested a model to characterise user behaviour (publicly visible activities

and around 90% in hardly identifiable or unmeasurable form of silent activities) and

differentiated activities in different classes (search, scrapbook, message, testimonial,

videos, photos, profiles and friends, communities and others) across multiple on-line

social networks sites in [109].

It could be declared that there is absolutely no trust models based on activities and

content distributed in the on-line social networks Google Plus and Facebook.

Considering the above cited and classified works, it becomes clear that a recommendation

on trustworthiness is needed in the near future, which evaluates trust while considering both

activities and contents of interactions in on-line social networks. For doing so, it must be

investigated, how trust signals can be derived from these sources? Respective models must be

developed.
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2.3 Modelling Interaction Processes

2.3.1 Graph Models

The most helpful models to understand the described trust problems within the context of

computer science and systems are basing on graphs. Such a network representation of real-

world as well as computer systems and relations is useful to understand basic principles and

functions as well as to do analyses.

In graph theory, a network is as graph G = (V,E,W ), which is defined by a set of

nodes (i.e. actor, agent) V = u1, u2...un where n is the number of nodes in the network

and E ⊆ V × V a set of edges (i.e. arcs, links) {ux, uy} and x 6= y with a corresponding

weight w(ux, uy) ∈ W . The weight of an edge usually represents the importance of that edge

or describes the intensity of any mutual property. Edges might be directed or undirected

according to the uni- or bidirectional character of the underlying relation. Additionally, the

neighbourhood of node ux in a directed network is defined by two types:

• Predecessors (In-nodes): i.e. all nodes at the end of incoming edges or the set of nodes

pointing to node ux: N
−
(ux) = {uy ∈ V |{uy, ux} ∈ E}.

• Successors (Out-nodes): i.e. nodes which can be reached by outgoing egdes or the set

of nodes that node ux points to: N+
(ux) = {uy ∈ V |{ux, uy} ∈ E}.

With these few and simple settings, trust-related problems can be modelled. This will

be discussed in the following subsection.

2.3.2 Trust Propagation

Internet and On-line social networks work only because trust implicitly exists between users

involved each other. When users are networked, an initial problem of trust in networks is the

question of trust propagation. Assume a user A knows another user B and evaluates trustwor-

thiness of direct user B. User B may know another user C and have another trustworthiness

evaluation for direct user C. Is it possible to calculate a (indirect) trustworthiness or a recom-

mendation on trustworthiness that user A shall accept about C?

From the complex nature of trust becomes clear that any of such evaluation can only be

a very rough approximation. To answer the question and to handle trust topics in the network

context, two main principles in computational trust are needed:

• propagation

• aggregation (being similar the concept of an open composition function in [110] and

also mentioned in [92])
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Trust propagation is originated from several prior works. AbdulRahman et al. [111]

proposed a trust model based on Web of Trust [112] and under the assumption that trust can

be transitive among inter-connected users. The trust propagation mechanism is inspired from

a transition of trust along observed friendship chains in the sociological context of the human

society.

In the ‘Balance Theory of Heider’ [113], transitivity characteristics in a social network

are explained based on the tendency that ‘a friend wants to interact (rather) with a friend than

unknown people’. Propagation of trust is similar to processes of passing information between

intermediary users in ‘word-of-mouth’ [13].

Figure 2.2: Sample Single Trust Chain

In Figure 2.2, the A has its local neighbour B (direct trust relation) but has no adequate

information to make any decision about its relation to D, who is unknown (i.e. indirect trust

relation) to A. However, trustor A can collect not only direct trust to neighbour B but also

B’s recommendations on trustworthiness about the intermediate partner C. C itself has an

evaluation about the trustworthiness of direct partner D. In such manner, A may find a decision

how trustworthy D might be for him above the initial trust A may give in every case to D.

This decision sequence –presented by (ABCD)– is a so-called trust chain. As a result, trust

propagates from A to D following chain (ABCD). The concept of trust propagation appears to

help A in calculating how much trust A imposes on D.

A Trust chain (Definition 11.) is a path connecting the neighbours of neighbours from

trustor to trustee in trust network, whereby each have an evaluation about the trustworthiness

of its direct neighbour.

Figure 2.3: Sample Multiple Trust Chains

In fact, usually there is not only one single trust chain from trustor A to trustee D as

in Figure 2.3. Trustworthiness of D is calculated concurrently from two or more independent
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chains (ABCD) and (AEFD).

Usually, trust calculation on a simple trust chain could use elementary functions such

as Min or Multiplication:

• Min strategy: trust following a chain is defined as minimal trust value among set of

edges on that chain

• Multiplication strategy: trust following a chain is defined by multiplying trust values

of all edges on that chain

In the case of multi-chains, another important concept of trust, namely the aggregation,

needs to be defined. The process of estimating trustee’s trust consists of:

• handling each separated single trust chain in order to calculate trust following each

separated chain in the first phase and

• merging the results of all possible trust chains calculation for an unique personalised

trust value by an aggregation function in the second phase.

The use of a (weighted) average- or max function of values calculated following each

chain are examples for usable aggregating functions:

• Average function: calculate the average value of all trust from multi-chains

• Max function: calculate maximal value of all trust from multi-chains

Below, some examples to count the aggregating trust from a multi-chain system are

given in Figure 2.3:

• Min Calculation Strategy:

◦ Chain (ABCD): t(ABCD) = min(tA,B, tB,C , tC,D) = 0.4

◦ Chain (AEFD): t(AEFD) = min(tA,E, tE,F , tF,D) = 0.6

◦ Aggregating trust by Average function: tA,D = 1
2
(t(ABCD) + t(AEFD)) = 0.5

◦ Aggregating trust by Max function: tA,D = max(t(ABCD); t(AEFD)) = 0.6

• Multiplication Calculation Strategy:

◦ Chain (ABCD): t(ABCD) = tA,B × tB,C × tC,D = 0.24

◦ Chain (AEFD): t(AEFD) = tA,E × tE,F × tF,D = 0.234

◦ Aggregating trust by Average function: tA,D = 1
2
(t(ABCD) + t(AEFD)) = 0.237

◦ Aggregating trust by Max function: tA,D = max(t(ABCD); t(AEFD)) = 0.24
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More complex strategies improving trust propagation in a path are presented in [114],

including a weight of a path (calculation of trust following chains is influenced by the length of

the path and therefore number of partners on that path) and a decay rate (the trust value of

any edge in a path is reduced depending on how far that edge is away from trustor).

TidalTrust algorithm [92] is processed in two computational stages:

• Paths Search Stage: searching all paths from the trustor to the trustee, simultaneously

labelling the nodes on these paths and finally, determining a threshold MAX, if needed.

A threshold MAX may assist in filtering out redundant nodes with a low labelling in

calculation of the next stage.

◦ Labelling for nodes, forward from the trustor to the trustee:

(a) labelling of one predecessor y to node x is minimum between y’s labelling

and trust of y towards to node x. Note that trustor is labelled with positive

infinity.

(b) labelling of node x which has more than one predecessor. That is the

maximum of the labellings these predecessors gave to x.

◦ Determining MAX :

(c) eventually, MAX is the maximum of labelling of predecessors of trustee.

From the Figure 2.4, MAX is max(0.4, 0.5) = 0.5.

• Trust Aggregation Stage: aggregating trust, backwards towards the trustor in order

to return the final value to trustee. This process calculates trust from u to v, follows

recursive processes by the expression as below:

tu,v =

∑
x∈N+

(u)
|tu,x≥MAX

tu,xtx,v∑
x∈N+

(u)
|tu,x≥MAX

tu,x
, (2.1)

where N+
(u) is set of successors of node u. The threshold MAX indicates that node x

is trustable only in case if tu,x ≥MAX. The following sequential equations illustrate

this process for calculating tAD in Figure 2.4:

◦ Step 1: tB,D =
tB,C×tC,D

tB,C
= 0.86

◦ Step 2: tE,D =
tE,F×tF,D

tE,F
= 0.6

◦ Step 3: tA,D =
tA,E×tE,D

tA,E
= 0.6. Notably, trust chain (ABCD) does not

involve to calculate tAD because of tAB < MAX. In this case, nodes B,C

are filtered out.
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In the result, of the above described method, an trust value aggregated from various

trust chains will be obtained.

There are two overall types of distinguishable computational trust models, which base

on different ways to aggregate trust from various trust chains. They consist of the following

types of trust metrics:

• local trust metrics

• global trust metrics

Local trust metrics are the above cited examples like Min, Multiplication strategy and

TidalTrust algorithm as well as MoleTrust [115], AppleSeed [116] which defining trust along

chains of personalised trust, one user has imposed on another user in its indirect neighbourhood.

These metrics allow the aggregation of trust considering all single trust chains from

trustor and trustee. The implication of local trust is reasonable to assume that different users

are expected to have a different estimation about the target trustee.

Figure 2.4: Calculation of tAD in TidalTrust

Local trust metrics are diverse but have the following typical characteristics:

• chains in a network are usually short, because networks exhibit the small-world prop-

erty;

• in order to apply those metrics, trust data must be available within the network at

least to nodes along trust chains;

• according to [16], networks may be created from recommendation processes of nodes

via communication protocols;
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• only a small subset of nodes is utilised for particular calculation processes. With

respect to this, the complexity of network-building problem is tackled. That is why

local trust scales well to a big-sized systems because only a relatively small subset of

the network is considered.

As an illustrative example in Figure 2.4, all grey-coloured users are not involved in

tAD-calculating processes of the TidalTrust algorithm.

• regarding good and bad behaviours (i.e. positive or negative trust signals from inter-

actions) which are universally accepted by all nodes, global trust metrics are usually

utilised in order to calculate global trust value for each user as mentioned in [117].

Local trust metrics are only appropriate when emphasising personalised trust of user.

In contrast to local methods, global trust metrics define trust knowing the whole network

(viz. considering all relationships in complex structures) instead of small parts of the whole

structure, only.

Trust chains in global scale (Definition 12.) contain all possible paths between all

arbitrary pairs of users in trust network.

One typical global trust metric utilises PageRank [94]. In this metric, implication of

trust propagation or mutually trust influence in its entirety is necessary for calculating global

trust value as Figure 2.5. In reference to [16], global trust values could be synthesised from all

possible trust chains in a (complex) whole. In the case of utilising PageRank, a central authority

is needed (i.e. server) for being able to manage the whole immense trust relationships and their

computation.

Figure 2.5: Sample Partial Trust Network

Centralised global trust computation on central authority is not feasible in several dis-

tributed systems because of the need of servers. It is synonymous with the mission of a single
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trusted server that computes global values for all individuals. Furthermore, global trust values

are disseminated to all requesting entities. Therefore, the existence of global/centralised servers

decrease the privacy of each entity and the autonomy of the system in case of failures.

Originally conceived to solve these problems, in a variant of the PageRank method by

Sodsee [118], a distributed metric using random walkers is applied. Propagation mechanism of

trust is considered as that it resembles a random walk over the trust network [119]. That metric

has distributed computation of trust aggregation function, which operates across the whole

networks and considers mutual influence in global scale contrast to most previous works that

concentrate on centralised propagation and must depend on trust chains. In other words, the

global algorithm running on a single trusted server could be transformed into a decentralised,

locally working algorithm as already indicated in the original publication of Page and Brin

[94]. The author intends to use this idea as a part of its new method to calculate global

trustworthiness or –namely– recommendation on trustworthiness in a decentralised network.

That value is influenced by weights of all connections in complex network structure. It is

expected to be used to give a human-like prediction of what might to be from characteristic of

a user.

2.3.3 Quantitative Modelling of Processes

Since the suggested methodology may only be evaluated by simulations, some more useful laws

shall be discussed in the modelling section in order to understand and realise proper simulation

and experimental settings.

The existence of those laws is a natural phenomenon of various social systems that reflect

the core characteristics of the society in general and also ensure the stability of social systems.

Laws in social systems provide a measure for global characterisation of different kinds

of data and activities. The quantitative-qualitative strategies in real-world social systems were

confirmed by power-law, Richardson law and the concept of strong and weak ties.

a. Power Law

The original observation in many social networks points out a typical degree distribu-

tions of nodes following the power-law degree distribution. The definition of a power

law will be:

P (k) ≈ Ck−γ, (2.2)

where C = ec is a constant and γ > 0 is called the power-law coefficient. P (k) is the

degree distribution (i.e. probability that a number of nodes having a degree of k in

the network). Later it has been observed, that the distribution of user activities and

contents also follows a power law distribution.

Empirical studies have shown that 2 < γ < 3 as mentioned in [120]. For an exam-
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ple, user behaviour in simulations of social network systems is modelled through the

validity of power law distribution of user activities derived from collective question-

naires. According to [23], the questionnaires were given out to college students of

Bangkok. The survey aims at determining user behaviour in on-line social networks,

particularly Facebook. 1,200 questionnaire were issued, while only 1,173 valid ques-

tionnaires were obtained. The final purpose of this work defines behavioural rules,

which influence the evolution of on-line social networks. The primary results of em-

pirical measurements showed that activities data about playing on-line games, profile

updates, posting/tagging/browsing, visiting link/pages, buy/sell/merchandise adhere

to the power-law distribution. Partial results are revealed in log-log plots as in Fig-

ure 2.6. More power-law applications can be found in a number of daily user activities

(e.g. in Facebook and its connected applications [24] or in the consideration of times

and numbers of re-tweets in the Twitter network [25]).

Topologies and the dynamics of the processes of an artificial social network in sim-

ulations can now be generated automatically using this law, since –due to technical

restrictions– real data cannot be obtained from social network sites such as Google

Plus and Facebook.

Figure 2.6: Power Law-Exhibiting Results (Profile Update and Visiting Links/Pages)

b. Richardson Law

It was mentioned before that trust is hard to analyse as well as to measure. However,

Richardson law [110] explores typical distributions of trust values and could therefore

be used to generate the respective information in a network in order to have initial

simulation data.

In other words, Richardson et al. uses law in order to assign trust between two users ux

and uy. Thereof, the assignment of trust ux imposed on uy concerns two parameters:
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the quality of the user αux and a noise βuxuy . The parameter αux is the quality of

user ux and ranges from 0 to 1, determining the probability for the trustworthiness

to direct user uy. The parameter follows a Gaussian distribution with the mean value

µ = 0.5 and a standard deviation with δ = 0.25 as selected in [110]. The parameter

βuxuy determines the accuracy of the user ux in estimating the quality of the user

uy, who is trusted. The assignment of trust was chosen randomly in an interval of

[max((αux − βuxuy), 0); min((αux + βuxuy), 1)] in the simulation setting of this thesis.

c. Strong and Weak Ties

Strong and weak ties have already been introduced in the section on interactions and

has been studied in works of Granovetter in psychology [121] for the first time.

Afterwards, the principle was applied to social networks in the studies of Kleinberg’s

work [21]. Kleinberg declares in his works that “. . . If two people in a social network

have a friend in common, then there is an increased likelihood that they will become

friends themselves at some point in the future. . . ”. Additionally, depending on the

strength of ties, social relationships (i.e. weak tie and strong tie) can be characterised

in a quantitative manner.

The strength of ties is a critical property for the topological evolution of networks as

it will be discussed in the next section. At this point, it shall be figured out –for the

first time– that the network evolution is connected with trust aspects, since friendship

and trust are connected.

Not only quantitative-qualitative strategies characterise social systems, but also the

underlying structure, exhibiting the so-called small-world property. Aspects of this property

will be discussed in the subsequent subsection.

2.4 Analysing Networks

2.4.1 The Small-World Effect

Many networks –built and used in the context of this work– are so-called small-world networks.

Networks with this property exhibit a significant low shortest path length as well as a high

clustering coefficient.

a. Shortest Path Length

The length of a path connecting ux and uy d(ux, uy) is defined as the number of tra-

versed edges on this path. Usually, there are a lot of paths between ux and uy in a

network but merely one path has the minimal length of all paths, that is the shortest

path dmin(ux, uy).
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Moreover, the diameter of a graph is the longest shortest path between all pairs of

nodes connected. A small-world network exhibits a low diameter [22].

In social network analysis, the shortest path length is used in some algorithms for

computing betweenness and closeness centrality [122], for further discussion see sub-

section 2.4.2. There are many algorithms computing shortest path length such as

Dijkstra’s algorithm -O(m + nlogn), Bellman-Ford algorithm -O(mn), Coppersmith-

Winograd algorithm -O(n2.376). These algorithms only compute shortest path from a

single source to others. In this thesis, Floyd Warshall algorithm [123] is used to calcu-

late all pairs shortest paths in the network for a convenience of calculation purpose.

b. Clustering Coefficient

Another basic characterization of a node in a network can be obtained by describing

the structure of its local neighbourhood to capture the inherent tendency to have a

cluster, represented by an almost complete sub-graph. Observation in the context of

social network shows due to the use of ties and Kleinberg’s triadic closure relation a

tendency to build such clusters. The local clustering coefficient for node ux c(ux) is a

Figure 2.7: Examples of Clustering Coefficient

measure of how strong the clustering property is developed and defined in [21]:

c(ux) =
number of actual edges between u′xs neighbors

number of possible edges between u′xs neighbors
. (2.3)

A generalisation of the local cluster coefficient for the whole network can be obtained

by building the mean value of all local clustering coefficients of all nodes, namely

average clustering coefficient :

C =

∑n
i=1 c(ux)

n
, (2.4)

where ∀ux ∈ V .

Clustering coefficients reflect group cohesion around an important member and are

extremely valuable for trust-building strategies. It helps to measure trust of a user

at a local scale and level of trust in the whole network. In small-world networks, the

clustering coefficient is typically higher than in common graphs.
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c. Applied Small-World Phenomenon

Complex systems usually unveil valuable information via their underlying structural

principles.

According to the article of Capkun et al. [124], small-world properties are built in the

result of mutual trust relationships between people in a self-organised system. The

implication of self-organization in the article is that the system operates solely by

participating end-users.

The publication of Gray et al. in [125] showed that a small-world tendency is exhibited

in self-organising networks of users (PGP system or mobile Ad-hoc networks).

Justified by those findings, topologies can be yielded via Watts and Strogatz small-

world model [39]. This has been done in the herein conducted experiments in order to

reflect real-world structures for testing hypothesis, since topologies of existing on-line

social networks cannot be obtained, neither by external crawls nor from providers

directly.

In this subsection, two fundamental properties of the small-world effect were elucidated. It was

worked out that small-world networks appear as results of many interaction processes in the

society. Important knowledge can be obtained, if the properties of those are examined. An

overview of important aspects of investigated social network structures will be given in next

part.

2.4.2 Social Network Analysis

Social Network Analysis involves the structure of social networks. Therefore, the characteristics

of the underlying social network graphs, their properties and especially their connectivity are

investigated. While studying social network graphs, major attention is given to:

• node-based analysis,

which utilises centrality measures, basing for instance on PageRank [94] and HITS

[126] in order to study the position and the role of the node in the social network.

• structure-based analysis,

which employs link prediction algorithms [127] and studies the network evolution

[128, 129]. The goal is to explore communication possibilities offered through the

connection between nodes as well as to derive rules for structural developments of a

network (i.e. its dynamic) over the time.

• community detection-based analysis,

using clustering algorithms [130, 133] in order to identify groups of users/nodes, with a

high connectivity and therefore usually strong interactions. Therefore, usually cluster

or community identification algorithms are used.
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In this subsection, some literature on the most common centrality measures and an

overview of clustering and community identification algorithm is given and discussed. Later,

content related aspects will be presented which also have some significant effects on trustwor-

thiness and user activities. A few aspects of structure evolutions will be presented, too.

a. Centrality measures

User centrality determines the role and position of the user in the network. There are

three different basic centrality measures: degree centrality, closeness centrality and

betweenness centrality, which were introduced by Freeman [131].

◦ degree centrality: counts the number of adjacent edges. It is used to measure

the immediate risk or influence of a user in social network and its capacity

for information broadcasting.

◦ closeness centrality: counts the sum of the length of the shortest paths con-

necting a given user with all other users in the network. It is useful for

information diffusion and reception.

◦ betweenness centrality: indicates the frequency of shortest paths passing via

a given user in the network.

In contrast to degree and closeness centralities, betweenness metric refers to the user

ability and importance to facilitate information flow in the network. A node with high

betweenness centrality exhibits a high ability to connect different communities within

the network. Trustworthiness of a user may vary and depend on centrality parameters

at different levels.

The positive influence of betweenness centrality to enhance a user’s trustworthiness

is validated in the Twitter network, while the influence of connectivity (i.e. degree

centrality) is shown to be value-less [132].

b. Clustering

The reduction of network complexity and understanding their intrinsic structure is

based on the observation that most elements of the systems are naturally grouped

into categories and many of its nodes may be represented by a single ‘super’-node.

Clustering is the respective process of finding such groups of nodes, usually based on

some data/content similarity measures between the elements.

A typical literature, which identifies clusters of Facebook users basing on their activ-

ities, is [133]. It is shown that users located in the same cluster and therefore having

a close connection often trust each other in comparison with users from different clus-

ters.

Again, users in the same cluster with particularly the same attributes will have a
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higher trust to each other than users in other clusters. A representative example is

given in [134], where a cluster identification of users having a higher agreeableness

(including the following attributes: friendliness, empathy, kindness) is carried out and

a higher mutual trust in those clusters have been identified.

Summarising, it may be figured out that the structure of social networks can and need to

be analysed in order to find out important properties about the static and dynamic behaviours

of communities which are also related with respect to explore trust and trustworthiness. A big

advantage of the presented analysing mechanisms is their formal character.

2.4.3 Explorations by PageRank

The PageRank [94] algorithm invented by Larry Page and Sergey Brin in 1998 and used by

Google to rank websites in their search engine results has been several times cited already as an

useful tool to consider the topological properties of a node in a graph, in particular centrality

aspects. Hereby, the so-called web graph is obtained by modelling each webpage as a node and

establishing a link between two nodes, in case the two webpages are connected by a hyperlink.

It is important to mention that PageRank, therefore, surpasses the simple in-degree calculation

but calculates the rank of the respective predecessor node on the other end of the edge, too.

Therefore, the PageRank of node/page i is represented in the generalised equation by:

PRi = (1− η) + η
∑
j∈N−

(i)

PRj

|N+
(j)|

, (2.5)

where the damping factor shall be η ∈ [0, 1]. From the formulae, links from important pre-

decessor nodes are more significant than links from average predecessor nodes. According to

Page and Brin [94, 135], the damping factor η is usually set to 0.85.

Approximation of the real PageRank values can be obtained by an iterative computation

of these equations with an initial value of 1 for each node. The algorithm of formula Eq. (2.5)

must be iterated over whole structure until the score for all nodes stabilizes. Therefore, the

number of iterations following Page and Brin is about 100.

So far, due to the global availability of the web graph in the search engines database,

almost all researchers focus on centralised global metrics. However, advantage of distributed

models is that it could assist in eliminating the need for global knowledge. One of these dis-

tributed models (computing “personalized PageRank”), which has eigenvector approach based

on PageRank with extension supporting more general metadata as well as attack-resistance is

presented by Levien [136] following formulations below:
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PRi[j] =
1− p
|N−(i)|

∑
k∈N−

(i)

PRk[j] + A, (2.6)

where A is p if i is equal to j and zero in either case, while p represent the probability that the

walk ends at each step. Each element PRi[j] of the vector maintains a real value standing for

trust that node i assigns to nodes j.

In operation of this distributed model, node i only requests the current value of PRk

from the immediate predecessor node k ∈ N−(i) to update asynchronously periodically.

At convergent state, the final values of PRi[j] is determined as same as the random

walk. In particular, PRi[j] is calculated as the probability that a random walk starting at i

will end at j.

Basing on the PageRank-inspired approach, [90] introduces a global trust metric so-called

EigenTrust in order to determine global trust values for nodes in peer-to-peer networks.

It has both centralised and distributed versions of the algorithm. Unlike PageRank, the

metric needs to have local trust values (i.e. weights) between any pair of users. A value between

two nodes i and j is defined by si,j = sat(i, j)− unsat(i, j), where:

• sat(i, j) is the number of successful downloads;

• unsat(i, j) is the number of unsuccessful downloads.

After that, si,j is normalised into local trust value ci,j from node i to node j, which is

restricted in the domain of [0, 1] by formula:

ci,j =
max(si,j, 0)∑

j∈N+
(i)

max(si,j, 0)
(2.7)

There is a fact that a network exists peers that they do not trust any peer (i.e. inactive

peer problem). In that case, a set of pre-trusted peers P are introduced. Considering a

distribution over P , each element pi with i = 1 . . . n of that distribution is calculated as below:

pi =

{
1
|P | if i ∈ P
0 otherwise

(2.8)

Local trust value ci,j needs to be refined. The main idea is that if a peer does not trust

any peer, it chooses to trust the pre-trusted peers. In that case, ci,j is re-defined as:

cij =


max(si,j ,0)∑

j∈N+
(i)

max(si,j ,0)
if

∑
j∈N+

(i)

max(si,j, 0) 6= 0

pj otherwise

(2.9)

The provided, distributed algorithm has the following, remarkable characteristics:
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• local trust values of node i giving to set of its successors k ∈ N+
(i) hold in node i;

• each peer computes and stores its own global trust value.

For that, a fully distributed algorithm runs on every peer. Current peer i implements

the following two steps:

Step 0: Query all predecessors j ∈ N−(i) for their local trust values giving to node i –represented

by cj,i– with its initial pre-defined global trust value t0j = pj.

Step 1: Repeat until (σ < ε) \\pre-defined threshold ε determines halting condition

1.a Update current global trust value of node i at iteration q:

t
(q+1)
i = (1− a)

n∑
j=1

cj,i × t(q)j + a× pi. \\a fixed parameter a is less than 1

1.b Send ci,k × t(q+1)
i to all successors k ∈ N+

(i).

1.c Compute σ =| (t(q+1)
i − t(q)i ) |

1.d Wait for all predecessors j ∈ N−(i) to return cj,i × t(q+1)
j .

It can be seen that the distributed algorithm has a lot of advantages. Computation load

is distributed and sensitive private data does not need to be collected in a centralised database.

The complexity of the algorithm in simulation is relative fast. It converges after only 100 query

cycle for a network of 1000 peers.

However, the transmission of local trust values to neighbour peers may reduce privacy

and may cause violations of confidence. Moreover, the assumption that every node is honest,

is required for a proper work of EigenTrust algorithm.

Recently, the study of random walks [137, 138] has been playing an important role in

the field of analysis of complex structures and to avoid the above problems.

Random walks (Definition 13.): are sequences of forwarding steps (of a message or

agent, called a ‘random walker’) starting from a selected initial node, whereby every intermediate

node determines the next target node randomly out of the set of its neighbours.

Inspired by the remark of Page and Brin themselves that the PageRank-value [94] is

equivalent to the visiting probability of a random walker, in [118] the concept is used to find

suitable nodes for a file placement in P2P systems. In this case, the transition probability of

the random walker was influenced by a set of system parameters, which let the random walker

preferably visit nodes with high hard- and software capacities.

The important characteristic of the random walks-based method is the capability of

coordination of random walkers and the management of populations of random walkers in a

fully distributed manner via a local algorithm.

In [139], more important random walks-based algorithms may be found. The self-

stabilisation of a random walker based population by the following, fully decentralised working

algorithm:
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Step 0: Initialize variable τavg =∞ and constants τmax, τmin.

Step 1: If τavg > τmax then Generate a new random walker into population.

Step 2: If τavg ≥ τmin then

2.a Select a neighbour uy with non-uniform chosen probability of current node ux.

2.b Move all random walkers to neighbour node uy.

2.c Mark identification of loop τ1.

Step 3: If τavg < τmin then Remove a random walker from population at current node ux.

Step 4: Wait until a new random walker arrives and mark identification of loop τ2.

Step 5: Update τavg: τavg = τ2 − τ1.

Step 6: Wait until any random walker arrives and Goto Step 1.

Hereby, each node defines τmin, τmax describing the length of the shortest and of the

longest period in which the node (in average) shall be visited by any two subsequent random

walkers of the population. τavg controls the average visiting time from a fixed number of last

visits.

Figure 2.8: Population Size of Random Walks Controlled in [139]

At each node, a local algorithm may perform three operations: generate, remove and

move random walkers based on the comparison of the τmin, τmax, τavg variables.

From Figure 2.8, it can be seen that the obtained population size is almost constant. It

will also adapt itself to a changing network size. The generated random walker population may

now be used to fulfill management tasks (e.g. in the context of the intended trust management).

Note that the concept of random walks fully protects privacy of local trust values in calculations

on each node. In contrast to other existing works, random walkers process only local data in a

private way without sharing sensitive information such as local trust giving to neighbour nodes
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and pattern of interactions. In the case of expecting increase of trust relationships against sink

nodes, idea of predefined trusted peer from EigenTrust algorithm could be used. Possibilities

to trace random walkers in a decentralised manner may avoid unwanted fraud in such a system

as mentioned in [139].

2.5 Content Analysis

2.5.1 Content Similarities

As mentioned before, most information in on-line social network is presented in textual form.

Therefore, text mining becomes an important tool to derive implicit trust signals of content

posted from different users. There are several text mining-related methods, which are useful

for the purpose of this thesis: (simple) similarity-based comparisons, the (more complicated)

opinion mining and finally the volatility analysis, to detect rough changes in a user’s textual

expression. Also, as mentioned in subsection 2.2, text-mining may give precious hints on the

context, in which the users are acting as well as it –continuous– changes.

Different similarity (distances) measures can be applied to decide correlation between

similarity and trust, whether contexts are similar, messages fit to a given context or whether

users matching well by having similar personal preference and interests. Measuring similari-

ties is basing on different distance measures, like the Minkowsky distance between two term

frequency vectors of texts x and y by:

sim(x, y) =
n∑
k=1

(| xk − yk |r)1/r (2.10)

In Eq. (2.10), n denotes the number of attributes, x and y are texts with two respective term

frequency vectors (x1, x2 . . . xn) and (y1, y2 . . . yn).

The usually preferred Euclidean similarity between x, y (viz. L2 − norm) is obtained,

if r = 2 by:

sim(x, y) =
n∑
k=1

√
(xk − yk)2 (2.11)

For an overview of further approaches to measure text similarities, the best general

reference is the survey [140].

2.5.2 Opinion Mining

Opinion mining (also called sentiment analysis) is the approach of extracting users’ opinions

and moods expressed by the use of special word sets within textual contents.
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The main subtasks are the detection of emotions (happy, sad, anger, surprise) [141] as

well as an automatic identification of their polarity (positive, neutral, negative) in subjective

text documents.

Polarity analysis is the most widely studied field in opinion mining. Texts expressing

opinions can be addressed by distinct levels of words, sentences or generally documents, from

a data source. In this section, a short overview is given how to accomplish these tasks.

Several automatic working methods have been developed to extract knowledge in opin-

ion mining for many real-world practical applications. In [142], an overview of graph-based

approaches is presented. These solutions rely on the analysis of graphs of semantically re-

lated/associated terms and words constructed from texts. Several examples are:

• Min-Cut algorithm [143] performed to determine effectively sentiment polarity;

• random walk-based algorithm [144] to solve the problem of ranking synsets according

to positivity and negativity.

These graph-based algorithms showed a significantly better performance than other ma-

chine learning and classification methods. A machine learning approach uses supervised learn-

ing method for building a trained model. After the training, a process can predict to which

category a new textual input pertains.

Several popular classifiers are Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines. An advantage

of these methods is that only minimal training data sets are needed to achieve reliable results.

It is probable in [145] that machine learning is well suitable to indicate opinions in particular

domains such as hotel, product, travel, restaurant. . .

There are comparatively less research works applying the sentiment analysis concept to

social network data and analysis, like for Facebook in [146] or Twitter in [147, 148].

Dealing with all problems of sentiment analysis is still an ongoing research problem due

to the complex character of natural language processing. The problem becomes in on-line social

networks even more complex, since:

• usually, there is a huge, heterogeneous volume of different on-line documents and

user-generated content on the Web;

• the structure of texts is often not clear, noise texts exist due to unwanted, topically

unrelated postings;

• not all posts are accessible due to privacy restrictions;

• posts and comments are short;

• posts and comments contain slang, phrase of idioms, emojis, links, colloquial language

with ironic or even sarcastic content;
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• topical cohesion between and even in posts is less likely than in examples in a textbook

or scientific article on a particular problem.

These problems might lead to unsatisfying results, especially, if adverse features are

contained in short texts of unknown users. So far, the polarity approach to detect emotions

within documents using pre-built dictionaries or lexical resources (like WordNet [149]) seems

to fit mostly to the intention to generate usable trust signals. Several created examples of such

systems are:

• SentiWordNet [150];

• SentiWS [151]:

• WordNet-Affect [152];

• Network Overlap Technique [153] containing a contextual-aware polarity strategy;

• Emoji Sentiment Ranking [154] for the consideration of symbol sets like emoji.

Usually, in those approaches, terms/words/symbols are mapped to dictionaries to fetch

sentiment scores for them as well as to synonyms or antonyms. Each document is classified by

calculating a sentiment score for each element of it and then simply summarising the polarity

score of all elements of that document. In fact, this approach may have two major drawbacks

by:

• taking into account several issues related to word position, word relationships, unjust

or negation handling;

• requiring a high quality of polarity dictionaries. There are three main approaches for

generating dictionaries: manual, dictionary-based and corpus-based [155].

However, recent examples even in industrial applications have shown the advantage of

of sentiment and especially polarity analysis. In particular, changes giving a reason for trust

re-evaluations may be well detected. The detection of changes is also the reason, why text

volatility may play an important role in trust signal considerations.

2.5.3 Volatility of Content

While it might be hard to determine and classify the exact topic of a text, it is often easier to

detect changes in a topic or recognise an upcoming new content element. Often, such changes

cannot be detected in overall frequency measures but in changes in its dispersion (i.e. in changes

in the rank) of:
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• plain term frequencies;

• signal phrases;

• co-occurrences of terms.

Among them, the approach to determine the volatility of term co-occurrences seems

to be the most promising one. Measuring volatility variance is used to facilitate detecting or

tracking of topic changes and change of meaning. Maxima in the variance of volatility over

time may be automatically found and indicate interesting changes. The following volatility

algorithm presented in Holz et al. [156] can be used for the needed calculations:

Step 0: Construct a corpus including all corpora of n time slices

Step 1: Compute for the overall corpus all significant co-occurrences C(t) for specific term t.

Set m is total number of significant co-occurrences of term t, m = |C(t)|
Step 2: Compute all significant co-occurrences Ci(t) of term t for every time slice i , i = 1 . . . n

Step 3: For every co-occurrence term ct,j ∈ C(t), j = 1 . . .m, compute all series of rank,

denoted by rankct,j(i) with i = 1 . . . n over all time slices i. Analogously to that a rank series

consists of n ranks of ct,j. Rank of a term in a time slices i is position of that term in sorted

list of Ci(t) based on significant values. For example, significant values could be measured by

log-likelihood and afterwards normalised.

Step 4: Compute the coefficient of variation (abbr. CV ) of the series of rank CVn
i (rankct,j(i))

for every significant co-occurrence ct,j ∈ C(t). CV measures the relative variability of rank

series on a ratio scale following the formulae CV = (standard deviation(σ)/mean(λ))

Step 5: Compute the average of all these coefficients of variation for every significant co-

occurrence ct,j ∈ C(t)

V ol(t) = avgmj CVn
i (rankct,j(i)) (2.12)

Equally

V ol(t) =
1

m

m∑
j

n∑
i

CV (rankct,j(i)) (2.13)

The presented approach exhibits several advantages to derive trust signals:

• high-volatile topics immediately indicates opinion changes and may cause the gener-

ation of alerting trust signals;

• for that purpose, even new topics (carefully brought to a community) with a low

frequency (“weak signal”) can be detected, a trend of those topics will be identified

and might be used to identify and alert a user on upcoming adverse activities;

• hidden lies in text messages may be indicated via topic changes;
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• it is also possible to combine this approach with the detection of the (average) polarity

of the terms using lexical resources. If there exist terms, which have not been classified

yet, techniques for label propagation [157] in co-occurrence graphs can be used to

assign a polarity score to it.

Differing from the polarity detection, the volatility analysis works without well-trained

data bases and does not depend on subjective changes in case of multiple users. It might

therefore immediately be applied without too much preparations or learning phases.

In general, it is expected that processing textual content submitted from users in on-line

social network systems may increase the accuracy of trustworthiness recommendations once

more.

2.6 Summary

Human interactions take place in today’s society in a manifold manner, in complex environments

and with mutual dependencies, which are hard to understand and to analyse by formal methods,

so far. The feeling of trust, usually generated by human intuition in the unconsciously working

limbic system is giving people a good guidance in reality. It does not work, in case computer

systems and in particular on-line social networks are involved in communication, business or

financial processes. To avoid a loss of money, property or reputation, reliable recommendations

on trustworthiness must be given to the users.

Until today, there is no tool or any other kind of support, allowing humans to evaluate

the trustworthiness of a (so far unknown) communication or business partner and protect them

from any harm or loss in a similar manner as human feelings can do in the reality.

Existing solutions cannot conquer the complexity of the problem or convey the human

trust feeling in a reasonable as well as persuading way. Mostly, explicit trust signal sources

offer manifold opportunities to detect lies, fraud and manipulations.

People are overwhelmed severely by the sheer amount and the complexity of data avail-

able, which –however– may contain a plenty of implicit trust signal sources. Nevertheless,

processing all this information exceeds the limited capacity of the human for perception and

optimising his interactions. Additionally, a high amount of irrelevant information may irri-

tate even the most caring users. Although the demand is clearly motivated, there is still no

tool available, making information from several sources compatible and use them to generate

a recommendation on trustworthiness, which can be accepted by a big amount of users.
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Trustworthiness Recommendation

3.1 Overview

The following two chapters constitute the main part of this work. In the previous chapters,

the fundamentals of trust and trustworthiness have been reviewed and presented. It became

increasingly clear that the human feeling of trust (i.e. the feeling inside the brain of any user

in front of a computer system/on-line social network is hard to model and even harder to

influence).

That is why it can only be tried to give reliable recommendations on trustworthiness to

the users of the system, which might be derived from their behaviour over a long time. Such

a recommendation system must be able to filter the plenty of available information, recognise

the relevant data and compute a decision proposal for the applicant using a suitable algorithm.

The Chinese social credit system is an example for such a recommendation system. It

was developed in order to recommend ‘social credit’ of every citizen [158]. Trustworthiness of

each citizen is built up from commercial activities, social behaviour and criminal records and

so on.

The study of this and other system showed set of lacks and disadvantages, which shall be

overcome by the new suggested approach in the following two chapters. This means to design

a methodology and afterwards a working system, which

• is able to generate a recommendation on trustworthiness to all users;

• derive trustworthiness from processing a manifold of user activities not only limited

to financial and business activities;

• does not distribute sensitive information of the user but builds the possibility to pro-

cess sensitive data locally on the users’s host, only;

• supports the possibility of an observation of the own recommendation on trustworthi-

ness and –at least– a possibility to restart the trust-gaining process at well determined

times to all users;
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• strictly avoids the possibility of governmental influence and unwanted use of the col-

lected data;

• runs autonomously besides an (already existing) on-line social network systems (i.e.

is not owned, influenced or manipulable by the respective service provider).

To obtain recommendations on trustworthiness of users in a decentralised manner, the

new methodological approach is proposed in the two consecutive chapters which relies on eval-

uations of activities and contents distributed. That methodology can be strategically separated

into the following two steps:

• Step 1: recognising trust between every pair of users expressed by their activities

coupled with content distributed;

• Step 2: calculating the system’s recommendation on trustworthiness of any user by

processing all pairwise user relations depending on the users’ embedding in the so-

cial network expressed by their connections to communication partners, friendship

relations and business partners.

To obtain and understand the way to reach the indicated goal, the following, more

detailed major five steps must be carried out:

1. In order to understand the operation of systems and figure out possible input param-

eters and activities to be considered, a simple model of an on-line social network (i.e.

a user-content-network) is designed. The reason for this step is that, so far, existing

network models are dealing with structural aspects only and are incapable to handle

user behaviours and the variety of contents existing in real networks.

This model and the understanding of real social network functionality might be later

also used as the basis for the intended simulation experiments, since many considera-

tions are impossible to do in the real environments.

2. In a next step, it must be understood, how characteristics and interests of the users

are manifested in real networks and how those characteristics may be included in the

model. Special attention must be given to an evaluation of textual contents and to

understanding, how contents may influence a user.

3. After the deep understanding of the functionality of on-line social networks and their

modelling, an evaluation of the obtainable information must be carried out. This

mostly means to evaluate, which data might be used as trust signals and might be

relevant for further processing. This process shall also include a weighting of the

different measurable signals for further processing.
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4. Starting from trust signals (i.e. both activities and contents distributed) conclusions

related to the trust of two involved users in the real-world shall be derived by cumu-

lating the scores calculated from all obtained trust signals (Note that –of course– both

estimations made for every user may be different).

5. Finally, a fully decentralised working algorithm will be introduced, which takes the

different cumulated user activities and the partial structure of a social network system

into account and computes depending on this information a global trustworthiness for

every user in the system.

All the described design steps will be made, such that later a decentralised implemen-

tation of a respective system will be possible, which can obey the requirements on privacy and

data protection.

3.2 Model of User-Content-Network

In this section, a simple usable model of a typical on-line social network shall be presented.

It is obvious to use a graph-based model for doing so, where the set of users build the set

of nodes and connections among them represent communication links and exchanges of contents

along so far established friendship relations.

Recently, the works of Coltzau et al. [159, 160] have presented an advanced mathematical

model based on the origin of the preferential attachment model by Yule [161]. The model

attempts to explain network structure evolution over time along with various social processes

including user’s behaviours and contents and can be used to obtain the initial network structure.

In a second step, contents and content transport in such a network must be investi-

gated and –with the respective simplifications and generalisation– be modelled. Therefore, the

following settings can be specified.

In the model, let U = {ux, uy . . . } be the set of all users, A = {a1, a2 . . . } a set of

activities and C = {c1, c2 . . . } a set of contents. It might be assumed that C is a integer or

arbitrary type of data and sim(ci, cj) measures how similar the content of any two elements ci

and cj is. In order to evaluate this similarity, sim simply determines the Euclidean distance

between the textual parts of a post distributed.

Now the processing and distribution of contents by each of the users must be considered.

There are three major steps for doing so:

• content is received, organised in the users account content area, typically timeline,

and presented to the user, when the user is on-line. Since there exists a plenty of

contents, the newest content is presented first.
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• if the user is on-line, he/she might review, evaluate and process content.

• the interesting part of content is that one, which is either from the user generated or

liked by the user. Those elements are usually re-distributed (i.e. shared) with other

subgroups of users (usually friends or parts thereof) and therefore put on another,

output data storage.

Consequently, stacks have been used in the model for the content management. These

stacks may host any information element and support two principal operations: push and pop.

They also satisfy the condition of a last in, first out (LIFO) operating principle (i.e. that any

new data elements are presented at first to the user).

As mentioned above, content processing by the user is executed when the user is on-line.

In the literature mostly an on-line and an off-line state of a user is considered, although [134]

–in addition– distinguish between active and passive on-line status, depending on the intensity

a user is dealing with his on-line social network due to other (minor or major) works processing.

In the suggested model, the simple two status model is used, having the following property:

• On-line: In this mode, a user shows up, takes content elements from his input stack,

evaluates them and decides which elements shall be re-distributed to which target

group of users known to him. He may also add up some new elements to the output

stack. Note that in this simple model, any kind of content like mails, chats, posts are

processed in the same manner.

• Off-line: No interactions are possible to be executed in this mode. An off-line node

is in a fully inactive status, although it will be possible to store contents received from

other users. This content elements are saved and are ready for processing, when the

node is on-line again.

These states are concretely possessed in a probabilistic model of on-line social network

user’s lifetime in [134] for a better design of the content network model in terms of activity

prediction and information distribution. The model defines the conditional probability of the

transition between on-line and off-line states based on distinguishable on-line activities and

group characteristics. There is an interesting result in [21] indicating that dependency between

lifetime and number of users exhibits power-law distribution.

At this point, more details and working mechanisms of the model can be more formally

described. An arbitrary user u ∈ U has an input or recommendation stack R(u) and a stack of

liked or newly added content L(u) and set of neighbours N+
(u).

In Figure 3.1, neighbours of the user u are illustrated by the set N+
(u) = {uu, up, uq, uk}.

The stack R(u) receives content elements c ∈ C from other neighbours knowing him (e.g. on-

line users u1, u2 and an off-line user u3) and randomly from on-line social systems. If the user

is on-line, the element c is transferred to the stack L(u) if :
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Figure 3.1: Simplified User Content Network Model

• c ∈ R(u)

• the user u makes a like-decision to put c into L(u)

Each element in L(u) will be re-distributed to a partial –for simplicity– randomly chosen

set of u’s neighbours viz. D(u) ⊆ N+
(u). Redistribution means to put the element to recommen-

dation stack of these users accordingly to its time of arrival.

In order to evaluate content recommendations received from other users, each user defines

a set of interests as a subset of all possible contents I(u) ⊆ C.

An element c ∈ R(u) is evaluated using a decision function: f : c→ R.

Experimental works (e.g. by [159, 134]) confirm the practicability of the introduced

simple modelling approach. [159] considers the occurrence of super-popular contents in two

scenarios and investigates the proposed content propagation mechanisms. Meanwhile, another

work of [160] even adds and investigates the effect of changes in the link structure in this model

(in two scenarios) and its effects to an average like rate of special content.

With the flow of information, useful hints for the wanted recommendation on trustwor-

thiness can be derived (either in the considerations of this work from the described model or

from real content flow). The following aspects might be considered in doing so:

Similarity

Discovering content similarity is of importance because user tend to trust each other, if

they have similar interest as indicated in from empiric studies using taxonomy-driven

similarity computation technique in [116]. In such a manner, a user u shall check

for every element ci ∈ R(u), whether the similarity of those elements sim(ci, I(u)) is
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higher than a given threshold µ. In this case, not only the fact that the respective

communication among two users has been made shall be taken into account to deter-

mine their trustful relation but a given, additional positive quantum shall be added

to the respective trustworthiness relation. Of course, also the probability to resubmit

these contents is taken into account.

Opinion mining

The similarity analysis is superposed and/or is affected by the opinion or polarity

analysis. Positive results (e.g. friendly, supporting opinion) will increase trustworthi-

ness by a given quantum, while negative (e.g. angry, rude, opposing) may reduce or

–from a given intensity– even destroy trust in the sending user.

Volatility

High volatility values indicates a change in topics by first, weak signals and signalise

usually that something in the person, context or intentions of that person have been

changed. Consequently, high volatility values shall in general increase attention and

are being evaluated as negative influences to trustworthiness.

The contents of any communication, for examples, posting, publishing, sharing, no-

tifying, answering, messaging, profile contents, comments, articles, photo, emoticons, emoji,

hashtag, link and its-relevant contents. . . may also be analysed and used to derive valuable

trust information.

3.3 Cumulated Trust

Following the characterisation of trust in chapter 2 and applying the results to on-line social

network systems, it must be figured out that a feeling of trust may develop in users depending

on:

• the time that two users know each other;

• the similarity of their interests and personal preference;

• a mutual predictability of their activities and contents distributed;

• and last but not least, often initially given trust.

Differing from the human approach of building trust, a technical system must be based on

exact measurements of suitable parameters and algorithms as well as on how to combine them

to a reliable trust value. In this case, trust is cumulated from trust signals from communication

behaviours as activities and contents distributed between pairs of users.
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The different activities related to a user u may be evaluated in an on-line social network

system. Evaluation may be carried out in general for all users or separately for each user

depending on her/his personal feelings. Questionnaires as in [134] have been proven to be a

sufficient tool for doing so.

In such a manner, trust signal elements k ∈ K with K ∈ A∩C may be identified. These

elements have the property to be able to increase, support or reduce trust in a person or shall

correspondingly influence the trustworthiness. Also weights regarding the intensity of their

trust-influencing properties may be obtained. For formalisation, the function E(k) is defined

∀k ∈ K, determining to each trust element (i.e. activity or content) the intensity if the effect

to the trust of the affected user u. Negative values of E(k) describe trust or trustworthiness

reducing, negatively affecting but its positive values express trust increasing. The value of zero

denotes a neutral influence.

A user built is overall trust feeling not from several single activities or contents received.

Trust must be built in a cumulative process over a given time or the whole history of a relation

between any two users ux and uy.

Therefore, it was decided to setup T (ux, uy) to evaluate the effect of the communication

between two users ux and uy over a given time horizon. T (ux, uy) is called ‘Cumulated Activity

Factor (CAF)’ (i.e. describes the effect of user ux on user uy). All trust signals are derived from

the pairwise communication and must be considered for each pair of users. For each user ux, a

vector of trust-effect-sum T (ux, uy) for evaluating its neighbours is introduced. The T (ux, uy)

value should initially be set to T0(ux, uy) = 0.

In the described approach, (both) the activities as well as the evaluation of contents

regarding their similarity, polarity and volatility will be used to initiate a periodical update

of the cumulated activity factor between any pair of users. Series of trust signals over time

update the value of the cumulated activity factor by summarising scores of each single activity

and contents distributed in a time sequence.

T (ux, uy) = T0(ux, uy) +
∑
∀k∈K

E(k). (3.1)

Note at this point that the cumulated activity factor is not symmetric (i.e. T (ux, uy) 6=
T (uy, ux)). Also, in case of too many negative influences, T (ux, uy) might become negative and

shall be adjusted in such a case to zero. The reason is, that zero corresponds to an absolutely

adverse feeling which cannot become worse.

In detail, in an on-line social network, on-line behaviour covers a limited set of social

activities that users can perform on-line such as like, comment, tag, being follower, hide-

post, turn-on-notification-for-a-post, hide-ad, confirming-useful-ad, browse-profile, add-friend,

receive-email, un-friend, un-follow, report-post, block-friend. All these activities and fore-

mentioned contents are trust signal-building elements and can be used to define applicable
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rules for an update of the cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) through those elements between

ux and uy by an intensity E(k):

• Being liked from a user ux will contribute a positive E(k).

• Consecutive like activities may increase the cumulated activity factor to an extent.

The consistency –as a signal of reinforcing trustworthiness– of positive like activities is

considered as an indicator of intimate friendship. As a result, the cumulated activity

factor could be increased by a significantly high E(k).

• Tagging a user and reviewing post friends tags also results in a positive value for E(k).

• Being added as a friend or receiving email from another user is also a quite positive

signal, which results in a positive E(k), the same for receiving email respectively.

Changing status of a friend (close friends, acquaintances or pre-defined friend list) or

suggesting friends also significantly impact to trust.

• Being a follower –not count the case of making friend since friends automatically follow

posts by default– to see posts in public timeline or turning-on-notification-for-a-post

may result in a positive E(k). In contrast, un-follow triggers result in a negative E(k)

value.

• The content analysis or analysing contents surrounding a link will compute E(k) as

described in the previous section depending on the strength of the found similarity,

polarity or volatility.

• Hide-ad, confirming-useful-ad could respectively decrease or increase a negligible por-

tion of trustworthiness.

• Reaching a given cumulated activity factor will result in adding uy as a friend by ux.

As a result, cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) increases by a positive E(k) by this

making-friend activity.

• In the same manner, a much lower value of T (ux, uy) may result in an un-friend

activity. As a result, also the cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) decreases by this

un-friend activity.

• Finding a triadic closure (i.e. ux and uz are friends and recognize that uy and uz are

friends as well) may increase T (ux, uz) like add-friend activity. A differentiation using

strong and weak ties may also be useful for determining how much cumulated activity

factor increases.
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• Also, a new friend may be randomly added with a small probability, representing a

new friend from the real-world. For those people, a initial cumulated activity factor

must be interactively determined but later adapted following the given rules here.

• Recognised lies will result in T (ux, uy) being set to zero. Consecutive un-friend activ-

ities as an example, may depend on the user’s character. Conscious lies are a proven

possibility in social life to reach a goal. Therefore, later more complex handling rules

for lies must be derived.

• Hide-posts activity is synonymous that posts are not interesting or even (potentially)

harmful. A higher level of reaction to a post is to report that post. The report-post

activity clearly confirms that the post is serious harms to someone or something. Thus,

the cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) must be reduced significantly by a respective

E(k). In another case, block-activity may result in reducing the cumulated activity

factor to zero.

Some of the last examples already demonstrate that the cumulated activity factor

T (ux, uy) may have direct influences to the friendship relation. Friends are not added only

as a result of a certain, single activity or request, but as soon as a user feels comfortable with

another one. Hereby, for the first time, a direct influence of trust to network topologies is given.

Therefore, from the consideration of T (ux, uy), the following two rules may derived:

• Rule 1: If T (ux, uy) ≥ φ then uy is automatically added as friend of ux, where φ is a

upper-bound determining friendship generation.

• Rule 2: If T (ux, uy) < η then uy is removed from ux friends list, where φ is a lower-

bound determining to eliminate the considered friendship(s).

The constants φ, η must satisfy the condition φ ≥ η and depend on the established

model and circumstances as a function of the affected person. The application of these rules

automatically results in a social network structure changing dynamically over time1.

The modelling described above is just a first approach. It may not contain all possible

trust signal elements, due to the complexity of the systems. Also, for simulation purposes,

general assumptions must be made to initialise all parameters as well as to describe the update

properties of different events, which must be –for a practical use significantly– refined. However,

the described settings are sufficient to demonstrate the success, capabilities as well as the

practicability of the presented approach.

1As aforementioned, the respective changes satisfy the power law for the in- and out-degree of the nodes in
the network.
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3.4 Oblivion

So far, any accumulated trust signals are kept forever in cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy)

and influence its value and therefore the subsequent trust evaluation of uy by ux. This does not

reflect the usual behaviour known from people, which tend to forget positive as well as negative

experiences over time. Therefore, some oblivion should be added to the presented model at

this point.

Although this has not been addressed –so far– the local cumulated activity factor

T (ux, uy) depends on the time (i.e. becomes T (ux, uy, τ)) where τ stands for discrete time

steps.

If ∆T (ux, uy, n + 1) denotes the cumulated activity factor changes obtained in the last

time interval from n until (n + 1), T (ux, uy, (n + 1)) can be calculated in a recursive manner

without keeping all history values of T (ux, uy, τ) in the memory by:

T (ux, uy, (n+ 1)) = T (ux, uy, n)e−λ +
∆T (ux, uy, n)

S
, (3.2)

wherein λ is a fixed parameter to describe the strength of oblivion. While T (ux, uy, n) is

multiplied at every time step by e−λ, successively the impact of trust signals considered in the

last time step are weighted with e−λ, those from the step before is multiplied by e−2λ and so

on. Since e−λ ≥ 1 for any positive selection of λ, the influence of older trust signals become

smaller and smaller in every time step.

S can be understood as the number of considered (weighted) values and therefore also

as the influencing part of the last determined ∆T (ux, uy, n). As it is easy to be seen, it can be

counted by:

S =
∞∑
k=0

e−λk =
1

1− e−λ
.

The value of the parameter λ needs to be investigated and depends on the obliviousness

and the limbic personal character traits of the respective person.

Replacing S in the previous formula by the calculation for S generates the final formula

to count T (ux, uy, (n+ 1)) by:

T (ux, uy, (n+ 1)) = T (ux, uy, n)e−λ + (1− e−λ)∆T (ux, uy, n). (3.3)

Figure 3.2 illustrates the impact of the included oblivion factor in a graphical manner

and clearly shows the obtained time window for considering T (ux, uy, (n+ 1)).
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Figure 3.2: Illustrative Example of the Considered Time Window through Oblivion

3.5 Normalisation

3.5.1 Need and Requirements

The aforementioned trust signal elements determine the cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) of

an user ux for another user uy with or without oblivion. It is clear that T (ux, uy) can vary

in a large range from 0 to ∞. That is why a normalization process is needed, to adjust the

modelled trust values as well as trustworthiness in a fixed interval, typically between [0, 1].

Hereby the value of 0 denotes no (or zero) trust and 1 full trust as suggested by Gambetta [55]

and formalised by Marsh [9].

The output values of the normalization process is the estimation for the level of trust a

user ux may have in another user uy or the trustworthiness which may be recommended to ux

about uy denoted by t(ux, uy).

In the following, the question shall be discussed, which normalisation function shall

be used to obtain a suitably, uniformed t(ux, uy) in the interval of [0, 1] from T (ux, uy) and

which parameters must be, therefore, defined or calculated? The author refers for this propose

to the research results introduced in chapter 2 and specially to the observations expressed in
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Figure 2.1. The respective curves can be divided into several elementary parts and fixed by

their parameters by knowing the following information about a user:

• Initial trust: Is initial trust given and how strong it will be?

According to [162] and [163, 9] initial or basic trust is given as a credit to ever user.

This basic trust is required and useful, because it helps each user to actively establish

contacts and interactions with others.

The specification of initial trust could be carried out by measuring personality char-

acteristics of users by questionnaires, as suggested in [63].

• Inception phase: How long does the inception phase take?

There is an inception phase, in which newly met partners are carefully observed only.

In this time, any given and initial trust is usually not or insignificantly increased. This

time may depend on the user –of course– but may also be influenced by the frequency

of activities of the other users observed (i.e. if frequent messages, prompt replies with

positive content are received) the inception phase might be shorter.

• Trust development rate: How fast the trust level is increased?

A user is normally very careful in the beginning and gains remarkable trust only after

the described inception time. How fast the saturation (i.e. fully trust) is reached takes

some times, the duration of this time depend on the slope of the trust function.

• Restitution of trust: How to deal with negative trust signal elements?

In fact, personal relations do not only develop in a positive, progressive manner. Man-

ifold reasons in life let users also observe negative trust signals from their partners.

While it is normal to receive in larger time intervals a few negative signals, a burst

of negative signals may destroy any so far successful, intimate relation. While occur-

rences of negative trust signals will reduce the trust development in the inception and

development phase immediately, there will be some endurance times once full trust is

given to a partner. If after this endurance time still negative or a majority of negative

signals is received, trust is reduced with a given slope (which may differ from the slope

value for gaining trust). Note that rough disturbances of a trust relation (e.g. lies,

cheating, deception or fraud) may immediately set the trust of a partner to zero (i.e.

without any delay or slow trust reduction).

• Grade of trust: How to distinguish different partners?

So far it has been assumed that in case of receiving permanently positive trust signals,

full trust (i.e. stable point) can be reached after some time. However, the human brain

is much more accurate and fine grained in its estimations and may distinguish different

saturation levels in the interval between 0 and 1. This grade of trust depends on very
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subjective feelings (e.g. sympathy, love, physical attraction) a person may have for

another one but maybe even have a measurable component given by the relation of

the amount of positive received trust signals (or signals above a expected, given and

positive threshold) in relation to the overall number of trust signals received.

Different trust normalisation functions may be suggested but must meet more or less all

the above characteristics. In the sequel, two possible functions are presented in order to model

user characteristics with different pro’s and con’s.

3.5.2 Normalisation Functions

A first possibility for a normalisation function results directly from the works of [164] discussed

in chapter 2 that the dynamic of trust is definitely more or less approximation of S-curve. The

suggested S-curve directly has its mathematical correspondence in sigmoid functions. A set of

different sigmoid functions –which are introduced in [165]– guarantees the needed characteristics

to model trust as mentioned in [73].

For the purpose of this work

t(ux, uy) =
1

2
+

T (ux, uy)− CAFinit
2
√

1 + (T (ux, uy)− CAFinit)2
, (3.4)

is the most suitable sigmoid function, since it contains only polynomial and no trigonomet-

ric components. Figure 3.3 shows to different parameterised sigmoid functions of that type,

whereby CAFinit determines initial trust t0(ux, uy). The function is derived from the original

sigmoid function g(ux, uy) = 1
2

+ x
2
√

1+x2
with −∞ ≤ x ≤ +∞ by shifting a specific distance

CAFinit following X-axis. Via that, several wanted different parameters of inception times and

initial trust are obtained. A saturation at a stable point level –approximately 1– is assumed.

Although the sigmoid function seems to fit well for the intended modelling purpose, it

also exhibits some problems and difficulties:

• sigmoid functions needs to be derived from a few constants (i.e. inception time, slope

of trust, expected trust saturation level) which need to be assigned to points of the

sigmoid functions. This may be a non-trivial task, especially since more parameters

might be used and determined (e.g. where is the end point of the inception time?

how much trust increase in the inception time is acceptable? how to determine the

point of the curve? where the slope may be represented?) since the available sigmoid

functions are not ideal ones;

• curly figure of sigmoid curve is relatively rigid to adapt to expected parameters;

• depending on the needed shift as above-mentioned for the parameter adaptation, the

characteristics of the dependence function may be violated;
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Figure 3.3: The Sigmoid Dependence Functions with Different CAFinit Values
from Matlab Plotting Tools

• the overall calculation requires some effort (i.e. increasing overhead of the proposed

method) because the calculations need to be executed quite often.

Dealing with these drawbacks –especially considering the needed computational effort

on mobile devices–, more simple solutions shall be preferred. Linear functions are much more

easy to handle and may adapt on long ranges to the sigmoid curves well.

The set of linear curves also show the three separated phases of trust gaining: inception,

development and saturation –see [76, 77] for further discussions about these phases– as plotted

in Figure 3.4. Several labels are annotated in the figure as described below:

• a: initial trust, which is determined for inception phase;

• c: stable point of trust when saturation phase is reached;

• b: trust-effect-sum of ux on uy at the end of inception phase;

• d: trust-effect-sum of ux on uy at the beginning of saturation phase.
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Figure 3.4: Linear-phasing Normalisation Functions

Mathematical, the tripartite shown function might be described by:

t(ux, uy) =


a, if 0 ≤ T (ux, uy)<b

(T (ux, uy)− b) c−ad−b + a, if b ≤ T (ux, uy)<d

c, otherwise

(3.5)

The set of linear curves also show the three phases of trust gaining: inception, devel-

opment and saturation. Finally, it could be stated that the use of linear-phasing functions

becomes easier and more flexible in comparison with sigmoid functions.

3.5.3 Negative Trust Signals

So far, only initial trust and a development phase of trust based on positive trust signals have

been considered in detail. However, also negative events may affect a user and their impacts

are represented by negative trust signals. The handling of negative trust signals needs to be

investigated at this point, too.

Therefore, the concept of having an endurance process (hysteresis) could be applied.

The introduced endurance process helps the user to ignore several misbehaviours detected.

Support of this process is including capabilities of accepting not only reparation of harmful trust

signals but also punishment-enabled possibility. In order to model this process, an endurance
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parameter with length of ε is introduced, describing the range of activities after which a person

may consider significant activities to avoid harm to trust. At this point, many subjective

ε-influencing factors have to be considered like:

• the acceptable number of negative influences and therefore negative trust signal ele-

ments as well as the possible importance of their strength;

• the subjective judgement of harm (i.e. amount of danger);

• the history –so far– containing the recent state or phase in the trust development

including the recently gained, quantifiable trust;

• the feeling of empathy with the respective partner.

For the sake of simplicity, the first three factors could be adequate for determining the

value of ε. It is difficult to model the fourth factor.

The impact of negative trust signals significantly depends on the phase in which Tbreak

occurs (i.e. the time of the recognition of negative trust signals appears). The phase mostly

influences the character of the endurance process, which has the following different mechanisms

of coping with punishment and forgiveness:

• In inception phase:

In this phase, only observation, suspicion and discretion among the partners exist and

only seldom initial trust overrides this feelings (e.g. in case of love at first sight).

Consequently, the occurrences of negative signal elements will cause a catastrophic

impact towards the attitude of user to his partner. Obviously, under this abnormal

circumstance, most rough reactions occur and usually the entire trust to the partner is

destroyed, even initial trust t0(ux, uy) entirely vanishes (i.e. the harshest punishment)

and usually there is no chance for any forgiveness even in future.

• In development phase:

In this phase (and saturation phase), an evaluation of the attitude to the partner

is already possible by some gained trust due to mutual activities and therefore a

measurable cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) above its initial value exists.

◦ T (ux, uy) is updated as above described and could oscillate by increasing or

decreasing its value;

◦ but the level of trust is frozen (i.e. remaining its value for a period of time ε).

After a clear decision on the evaluation of opposite trust signals is made, the

trust value is levelled to the value corresponding to the reached cumulated

activity factor T (ux, uy).
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By doing so, punishment and forgiveness are handled in flexible and rational manner

following the usual human behaviour as presented in [166].

Figure 3.5: Endurance Process of Development Phase

Figure 3.5 shows the above explained process, which can be formally separated into

the following four, specific rules after a first negative signal appears at break point:

◦ Rule 1: If T (ux, uy) decreases but Tbreak−ε < T (ux, uy) ≤ Tbreak then t(ux, uy)

retains its value tbreak. As described in this model, the robustness of the

endurance mechanism alleviates or resists negative trust signals. However,

it must be comprehended that trust would not be damaged by only several

isolated negative trust signal elements.

In more complex models, ε might be adapted relatively to the already gained

level of trust (i.e. the higher the reached trust level with a partner is, the

higher the patience with negative influences might be).

◦ Rule 2: If T (ux, uy) decreases and T (ux, uy) ≤ Tbreak − ε –less than utmost

of endurance– then the endurance process expires and t(ux, uy) immediately

drops by tbreak − tdrop like a punishment.

The effect of punishment is a deterrent against series of undesirable, inten-

tional harming trust signal elements emitted from a partner. A partner must

accept to lose significant trust as a consequence of these offences. As an
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expectation of punishment, the partner will carry on activities and provide

contents with prudence in the future.

Further, the drop interval may be adapted to the moment, when the break

happens as well as it depends on the kind of suspicious or harmful activities

detected. Since then, the development phase continues starting from the now

lower level.

◦ Rule 3: If T (ux, uy) increases but T (ux, uy) < Tbreak then t(ux, uy) maintains

its value tbreak. Partner needs to contribute substantially further positive

trust signal elements in order to get through break point.

◦ Rule 4: If T (ux, uy) increases and T (ux, uy) ≥ Tbreak then the current en-

durance process is interrupted, the negative events are considered to be for-

given after a series of positive activities of repair. Calculation of t(ux, uy)

starts returning to the normal gaining process when reached higher level of

T (ux, uy) is obtained. It may delay achieving the saturation phase by an

ω interval. Thereof, a little doubt –occurring in period of time ω– remains

existing after incurring endurance process.

The purpose of forgiveness behaviour encourages to maintain positive atti-

tude towards partners after they compensate enough trust-constructive sig-

nals.

The restoration of the development process (i.e. a recovery of trust) again

is rewarded to the partner. Differing from the second rule, no positive –

however– jump is usually necessary and included in the conceptual design.

At this point, it shall also be mentioned that there are several possibilities for an

outlier detection and exception handling, especially in on-line social networks. It is

important to recognise and to handle these situations in the right manner:

◦ Several real situations (also in interdependency with the real-world and its

laws, ethics and moral) as lies, cheating and offending posts, causing report-

posts and blocking of a user should be appropriately treated. Manifold ex-

tremely negative events may even cause the elimination of a partner from

the whole system;

◦ Forgiving behaviours is not synonymous to forgetting. In this sense, a number

of subsequent endurance processes need to be recognised and treated in a

special manner, because it might help to detect repeated, negative intentions

planned on a long term. And it could suggest a respective punishment.

Adaptations to Tbreak may be a first, soft consequence;
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◦ Security issues and frauds, like identity theft or multiple identities, shall be

considered, detected and handled.

The above-mentioned exceptional cases must be handled following the intentions of

the respective users and system policies by special rules. The partners should face with

severity of punishment by sustaining ruin of trust. For that, the cumulated activity

factor is adjusted to zero (i.e. T (ux, uy) = 0).

• In saturation phase:

If negative signal elements occur when full trust (i.e. stable point) has been already

reached, forgiveness undoubtedly becomes easier as well as punishment may be not en-

forced and further caution might be indicated. In Figure 3.6, the handling of negative

activities is similar in development phase with several remarks:

Figure 3.6: Endurance Process of Saturation Phase

◦ If a negative trust signal emerges, the endurance times starts. The endurance

threshold parameter ε1 has a usually higher value than that one in the devel-

opment phase (i.e. ε1 > ε) as tacit consideration to allow an easier forgiveness

to well-trusted people and/or good friends.
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◦ Differing from the development phase, the trust devolution is more likely an

erosion process instead of an drastic drop as a punishment (except for heavy

harm or dangerous cases). In such a manner, trust is kept on the full level

at a stable point for the interval given by ε1. If the cumulated activity factor

continues reducing and its value is less than T (ux, uy) ≤ Tbreak − ε1, a trust

reducing-process starts and Figure 3.6 shows this process. In this case, trust

may reduce until the level of 0, also the trust reduction follows a stronger

decreasing slope than the trust development as described above.

◦ Leaving the ‘doubting blue-coloured area’ with length of ω1, it indicates that

when T (ux, uy) is greater than Tbreak + ω1, a complete forgiveness is given.

Once full trust have been achieved, the suspicion may take longer time (i.e.

ω1 ≥ ω).

◦ A user –of course– prioritises a partner, who has been obtained full trust. It

is not modelled that the time, two users know each other. It may play an

important role, especially if both partners are fully trusted each other.

◦ Especially if high values of the cumulated activity factor T (ux, uy) are reached,

it is clear that the user knows the partner well. T (ux, uy) might be so high

that no endurance needs to be given to the partner.

Hence, for the reason of simplicity and uniform handling, the endurance process is

established for the case negative signal occurring in saturation phase.

The foregoing considerations refine the modelling of trust and allow a more fine-grained

prediction of trustworthiness in a recommendation system.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the connections between user activities with special respect to activities and

contents in on-line social networks and trust have been described. Positive as well as negative

influences have been considered in detail. Also, it was worked out that a lot of subjective param-

eters (like given initial trust) must be considered and derived for each user. The consideration

of trust-supporting as well as trust-destroying activities have resulted in their modelling within

a cumulated activity factor, which is built optionally during a time window with a determinable

length.

Later on, it was explained that the real trust feeling and therefore also the intended

pairwise trust can be derived from the cumulated activity factor following an S-shape like/or
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sigmoid function. It was worked out that there are three phases of trust building, namely the

inception, development and saturation phase. In order to make the model clearly and easily

understandable, a linear approximation of the S-shape like/or sigmoid functional dependency

has been suggested and described, which avoids an explosion of the system’s complexity.

For the first time, the effect of received negative trust signals has been investigated,

formalised and included in that –simplified, linear– model.

The presented modelling decisions and settings give an extended possibility for a more

fined-grained characterisation and parameterisation of the model and make it more similar to

the human behaviour.



Chapter 4

Decentralised Trustworthiness

Calculation

4.1 Overview and Main Ideas

In the previous chapter, the first step of a new methodological approach to calculate recom-

mendation on trustworthiness in a decentralised system was presented by deriving a pairwise

trust depending on user activities and content distributed in an on-line social network.

In a second step, those pairwise trust evaluations must be considered in the context

of the (on-line social) network of communications as well as business and financial activities.

As a result, a global trustworthiness value of the user shall be calculated, which is called the

user’s TrustScore. A special difficulty in doing so is the requirement to do those calculations

in a fully decentralised manner, what also supports an implementation of the method in an

autonomously working P2P-system while not relying on any centralised content/on-line network

system provider.

The author will show that random walks carried out by random walkers can be utilised

to solve this task. Indeed, the results of [118] can be directly modified and applied for this

work.

As a first step, a network is considered, in which the user builds the set of nodes and edges

induced by any communications, business or financial relations according to the possibilities

provided by an on-line or real social network. In this case, it is expected (following the state of

the art on social network) that (without the need of any additional functionalities) a connected

network is constructed, which exhibits all discussed small-world properties. In order to handle

trust and trustworthiness topics, edge weights shall be set corresponding to the determined

pairwise trust values, derived using the methodology of the previous chapter 3. Consequently, a

structure constrains are defined for the possible calculations concerning analysis of that complex

structure.
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In a seamless way, for each node, a global trustworthiness calculation shall be determined.

At this point, the terms trust and trustworthiness must be strictly separated. In a model or

a computer system, all activities included may be observed and evaluated and respective trust

signals might be derived from it. Following the investigated knowledge about trust building and

destroying processes, a rough estimation can be computed for what a user of the system might

feel (note that this estimation may be valid even for one user only, since another one may assess

one and the same situation due to his personal background in a completely different manner).

In such a manner, any numeric value calculated, may only be a general mean experience of the

trust feeling of an average system user. Therefore, the global trustworthiness value counted in

a system may be only an approximate estimation or hint relatively to other hints, whether a

user might be trustworthy or not. The feeling of trust –again– may only be built in the brain

of the user after experiences from a long lasting cooperation with the respective partner have

been made.

In order to avoid any misunderstanding or mismatching of terms, it has been decided to

introduce the term TrustScore for the calculated recommendation on trustworthiness for the

system’s users.

TrustScore value (Definition 14.) (shortly TS) is a recommendation on trustworthi-

ness achieved by implementing the TrustScore method. It shall be a value not solely depending

on a special, partial set of trust relations but an overall value derived from the (complex) network

structure of interpersonal relations with an extendible set of various, influencing factors.

The operational mechanism of the TrustScore-distributed calculation by random walks

will be elaborated in sequential sections.

4.2 Methodology for Calculating TrustScore

In the previous chapter, a network of users (nodes) and weights of edges derived from activities

and contents evaluations has been described. In an uninterrupted manner, the calculation of

a TrustScore of a node ux is now a calculation of the overall trust evaluation, all predecessor

nodes of ux may have. Hereby, it shall play –of course– a role, how much those predecessor

nodes are trusted in the whole system (e.g. a high trustworthiness for a node from a user which

is known as liar or cheating person is –of course– not as valuable as the same evaluation from

a well situated other person).

By considering this description, the similarity to the calculation of PageRank [94] or

NodeRank in [118] is directly apparent. Consequently, the question of an adaptation of this

well-known and established method is coming up, especially since another advantage of it is

given by its fully decentralised-working calculation by a random walk approach.

While PageRank reflects –as intended for the search engines purpose– only topological
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aspects of nodes embedded into (web-) graphs, [118] includes other factors in the NodeRank

generation derived –as in case of TrustScore– from graphs with weighted edges, influencing

the role of a node in the system.

Originally, in [94], the transition probability of a random walker from a node ux to one

of its neighbour nodes uy is given by:

p(ux, uy) =
1

|N(ux)|
, (4.1)

where N(ux) represents the set of neighbour nodes of ux. It shall be repeatedly mentioned

that only topological properties of the underlying graph influences the PageRank. Therefore, a

neighbouring node uy of node ux can be chosen randomly in a uniform manner. The respective

transition probability metric for all entries p(ux, uy) has some standard key properties:

• Property (a): p(ux, uy) ≥ 0

• Property (b):
∑

uy∈N(ux)

p(ux, uy) = 1

In order to obtain a recommendation on trustworthiness for each node in a (complex)

network structure, all pairwise trust connections t(ux, uy) must be computed in the TrustScore

calculation.

The transition probability of a random walker to move from ux to uy must be therefore

adapted to the respective intensity of trust given by the pairwise trust t(ux, uy) assigned to

each edge. Consequently, the calculation of the transition probability of a random walker from

node ux to uy (i.e. p(ux, uy)) must be changed depending on t(ux, uy) for all leaving edges from

ux. Hence, the transition probability can be straightforwardly defined by:

p(ux, uy) =
t(ux, uy)∑

∀uz∈N+
(ux)

t(ux, uz)
, (4.2)

where N+
(ux) is set of out-going neighbour nodes of node ux and

∑
∀uz∈N+

(ux)

p(ux, uz) = 1.

An example for this calculation is given in Figure 4.1. It illustrates an example of

a structure with 5 nodes and trust annotations associated to each edge by (ux, u1) = 0.8;

(ux, u2) = 0.95; (ux, u3) = 0.4 and (ux, u4) = 0.6. The transition probabilities from node ux to

its neighbours nodes are calculated and applying the previous formula. As a result, transition

probabilities from ux to its neighbours are obtained by p(ux, u1) = 0.290; p(ux, u2) = 0.345;

p(ux, u3) = 0.145 and p(ux, u4) = 0.218.

Consequently, among theN+
(ux) neighbouring nodes of ux, node uy is chosen non-uniformly

but still at random as a target to move to from node ux. It is easy to be seen that nodes, which

are evaluated by its predecessors with a high trust estimation, are now preferred targets for
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Figure 4.1: Artificial Example Calculating Transition Probabilities

the random walker. In the example, a random walker staying at node ux is likely to prefer the

grey colour-coded node u2, which exhibits the maximal transition probability of 0.345 among

all others.

The global trustworthiness value is now easy to calculate and can be obtained faster

by using k random walkers. If k ∈ N random walkers are used, then the TS of user ux at

a specific time τ can be calculated by combining all arbitrary walks under the assumption of

the superposition of all calculations and decision processes. It is expected that hereby a faster

calculation (convergence) may be reached.

The respective calculation formula adapted from [118] is given by:

TSux(τ) =

∑
∀k fuxk (τ)∑

∀k
stepk(τ)

=
fux(τ)∑

∀k
stepk(τ)

, (4.3)

where fuxk (τ) is the number of all visits of the k-th random walker on ux in all its stepk(τ)

–steps until time τ– and fux(τ) is the number of all visits of all random walkers on ux.

According to E.q 4.3, the TrustScore value of node ux changes over time τ by every

further visit of a random walker. The stability of that value over all nodes needs a criterion

that not only controls the convergence condition (i.e. determining the time τ to terminate

the process) but which assures that the TSs of all nodes are reliably calculated such that an

acceptable output of global trustworthiness for all nodes can be achieved.

In fact, the proposed method TrustScore including its later discussed implementation

are showing crucial differences compared to the approach presented by PageRank and NodeR-

ank as [94, 118]:
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• the links are weighted by trust relations;

• differing to PageRank, a fully decentralised processing on the basis of random walkers

is carried out;

• differing to the NodeRank calculation, a few nodes will be elected in a decentralised

manner (using classical algorithms) to set up and control the population of random

walkers. Its size must depend on the size of the community as well as the dynamics

of the weight values via trust evaluations, which are not present in [118];

• due to its importance and sensitivity, a special protocol for the random walks must be

implemented to protect the obtained values against frauds and manipulations, there

was no need for doing so in [94, 118].

To complete the presented approach, some remarks on the convergence and normalisation

of the obtained TS-values are needed. This will be discussed in the subsequent two sections.

4.3 Convergence of TrustScore

Due to the permanent movements of random walkers around the network, the TrustScore

values are continuously calculated. At any time, new nodes may change the network structure or

existing ones may leave it. Also, the estimated pairwise trust value and therefore the transition

probabilities for the random walkers may be changed at any time and without any prior notice.

This is –of course– no real problem for a fully decentralised random walker based calculation.

Nevertheless, convergence conditions are needed to be defined and subsequent experi-

ments must clarify at least for the statical case:

• does a convergent behaviour exist?

• how long does it take after the start of the calculation, until reliable TS-values are

calculated (compared to approx. 100 iterations in the centralised case)?

• how long does it take to re-calculate TS in case a small set of nodes is added to the

network or removed?

• how long does it take to adapt to changes which are made on the network weights

(pairwise trust values)?

First of all, to consider convergence and to evaluate the above listed topics, a convergence

criterion must be defined.

Therefore, a sequence of calculated values x(τ) = {x1, x2, ...} obtained at time = τ1, τ2, ...

is considered under the assumption that the system does not change its state for a longer time.
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Usually it is said that the value of x(τ) converges, if there is a fixed, small constant χ and a

time τi, after which

|xi+1 − xi| < χ,

whereby τi is called the convergence time. Reaching this state may terminate the TrustScore

calculation process. However, the determination of this point may be difficult, since the process

may diverge from the convergence condition after reaching it for one time or a short time period.

Therefore, it is useful to state convergence after the convergence criterion is kept for a given

period, only.

However, concrete experiments must justify the convergence of the TrustScore calcu-

lation, its correctness as well as deliver hints for a suitable determination of χ; this will be a

subject to a detailed consideration in chapter 5.

4.4 Estimating the Network Size

Calculating TrustScore as described in section 4.2 may result in an incomparable range of

TS-values obtained from different networks. The reason is quite simple, since the obtained

number of visiting a node by random walkers also –if not mostly– depends on the size of the

graph (i.e. its number of nodes). In such a manner, the obtained TS-values could be compared

only in a relative manner (i.e. with nodes of the same graph at the same time).

As a substitution, a mean value TS could be derived from a subset of nodes in the

network. It is known from statistics that a relatively low number of randomly chosen nodes is

needed only to obtain a more or less stable mean value. After that, a given node can be roughly

classified and recommended as (very) trustworthy, normal (confused) or less trustworthy by the

following rules:

• Normal zone:

If TS of X is equal TS then X is a normal, average node.

• Trustworthy zone:

If TS of X is greater than TS then X is a trustworthy node.

• Untrusted zone:

X is a untrustworthy (or less trustworthy) node.

However, this approach would not be sufficient and would not allow for a comparison of

trust from different networks.
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In the already cited, centralised PageRank model [94], a simple logarithmic function

could assist in easily normalising the obtained value of PageRank pr(u) as proposed in [16]:

PR(u) = v + log10pr(u), (4.4)

where pr(u) is a value calculated by the PageRank algorithm for page u and a constant v (a

typical value of v is 11) defines a cut-off value.

Based on the results obtained from this equation, Google could suggest those pages u

which have pr(u) > 10−v or which constitute the top results, like the 10% top-level pages for

each search. The normalised value PR(u) gives a global scale evaluating the quality of page u

in comparison with the whole set of pages in the WWW network.

Inversely, assessing a node’s quality is very difficult in the decentralised scenario of

PageRank. This applies to the described TrustScore estimation as well, since so far the

TrustScore values are not specified on a fixed, concrete scale. Therefore, as a big challenge, a

decentralised normalisation must be defined, which removes the dependency of TS-values from

the network size.

As it is easy to be seen that the most wanted parameter for doing so is the network size

itself. It may vary over time, but usually do not show big, sudden jumps. However, it may be

hard to calculate it by any algorithm and especially any locally working algorithm, which can

never oversee or control the whole network or even bigger parts.

Nevertheless, with this knowledge on TS and [118], another approach may be suggested.

As it was shown, TS can be approximated from a random walk by building the mean value of

a set of TS values randomly collected in the network and a sufficiently high value of k by:

TSsample =

k∑
i=1

TS(i)

k
(4.5)

where TSsample is average TrustScore value of all nodes in sample group.

Since it is known that TS is also the average visiting probability of all nodes TS can be

also approximated by:

TS ≈ TSsample =
1

n
, (4.6)

where n is the wanted network size. It can, therefore, easily be calculated:

n ≈ 1

TSsample
. (4.7)

As a condition for the selection of k, the convergence of the possible derivation of TSsample

shall be used (i.e. k shall have sufficiently high value such that a larger k does not generate

significantly different values for TSsample).
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If the obtained network size n is multiplied with the concrete TS(i) value of any node i,

nodes with a trustworthiness of normal node will exhibit obtained TS-values around 1, while

higher and lower trustworthiness of correspondingly trustworthy and untrustworthy nodes is

expressed by obtained TS-values significantly higher or lower than 1, respectively. Mistakes

made in the network size calculation may not significantly falsify this calculation too much,

especially if the network is big.

Using this normalisation, TrustScore values become not only comparable globally in a

single network by their absolute values but also among different networks. Detailed, empiric

simulations using the above derived theory are presented in the following experimental sections

5.3.2.

4.5 Summary

The consecutive chapters 3 and 4 presented a complete methodology to evaluate the pairwise

trust obtained from any interactions of the users in a network and to calculate global trustwor-

thiness values, so-called TrustScore, for each user.

This calculation is carried out in a fully decentralised manner by a population of random

walkers, which uses the connected, small-world network built by users and their communica-

tions, business as well as financial activities.

It was justified that the respective calculation process will converge. Also, a simply ap-

plicable normalisation has been presented, which bases on a statistic estimation of the network

size, again performed by the random walks approach.

While –so far– mostly the theory of the TrustScore approach has been worked out, the

following chapter is devoted to its empiric investigation by a set of simulations.



Chapter 5

Empiric, Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, the theoretical foundation and methodology of the TrustScore method

was described. However, this method still needs to be justified by experimental results.

The TrustScore method bases on the utilisation of random walkers and is a fully de-

centralised method working without any central control or the possibility to control the entire

system. Therefore, experiments must reveal its ability to perform well in networks with a high

dynamic character and a changing number of participant. It is the ultimate goal of these ex-

periments to test and validate the correctness of the proposed TrustScore method regarding

its different aspects.

For this purpose, a detailed study was conducted on different datasets obtained from

both real networks and automatically-generated test data. Real network scenarios are extracted

from two studies: Advogato 1 and Epinions 2. Details of these networks will be presented in

the respective subsection 5.2.1. In addition, stochastic structural and topological models of the

underlying networks known from the cited literature in subsection 2.4.1 and trust-generating

techniques by Richardson in subsection 2.3.3 will support the automatical generation of the

simulation environment.

To obtain this goal, the experiments have to deal with the following tasks:

1. validating that random walks are a suitable tool to calculate a converging value of

TrustScore of the nodes in complex networks;

2. confirming a possible estimation of the size of a network by random walks in order to

be able to normalise the TrustScore value into a standardised range [0, 1];

1www.advogato.org
2www.epinions.com
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3. considering the distribution of TrustScore value. Results of this task contribute more

knowledge about the characteristics of obtained TrustScore values;

4. observing the convergence time in a scalable network. Since the sizes of the network

influences the convergence time of the method, the dependency of the convergence time

depending on the network size is an important parameter to estimate the practicability

of the developed method;

5. finding a correlation between the number of random walkers and the convergence time.

Since the convergence time of the method is a crucial value, any methods to shorten

it may significantly increase performance and acceptance;

6. investigating the determination of the TrustScore values regarding their stability

in a automatically-generated network with a fixed size. As a result, the method’s

practicability shall be demonstrated once more;

7. observing the re-convergence behaviour if the size of networks changes;

8. exploring the changes in the TrustScore value of a given node, if both the number

of neighbours and the weight of their connections to that node is changed. Besides

the re-convergence, also the influence of neighbours and their trust evaluation shall

be investigated;

9. studying the effect of the consideration of trust on the properties of the whole social

network structure. This additional work is presented in the separated section 5.4 due

to its importance. It shall be shown that the consideration of the trust supports the

building of small-worlds structures, namely supports the formation of clusters and an

average short path length (instead a sometimes assumed about network connectivity).

Before the presentation of the experimental results and their consequences is given, first

of all, the simulation environment and the experimental set up is presented in the next section.

5.2 Simulation Environment

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

Due to cost reasons and a missing access to real social network system environments, a sim-

ulative justification of correct functionality and practicability of TrustScore method must be

given.
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Therefore, two bigger datasets could be obtained from real social networking. In this the-

sis, the following on-line available datasets from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection
3 by Jure Leskovec from the University of Stanford have been used:

• Advogato with 6,541 nodes and 51,127 edges

Advogato is a well-known dataset, which has been extracted from an on-line commu-

nity platform devoted to developers of free software. Present trust relations in this

network (i.e. so-called “certifications”) consist of three different levels of discrete val-

ues and labelled corresponding to 0.6 (apprentice), 0.8 (journeyer) and 1.0 (master).

• Epinions with 75,879 nodes and 508,837 edges

Epinions dataset is a who-trust-whom on-line social network belonging to the genres

of general consumer review sites. All the trust binary relationships are simply assigned

either the value 1 corresponding to ’trust’ or 0 corresponding to ‘no trust’ (the trust

is not present).

For experiments, either one of the above network data (indicated by their name) or

synthetically generated (indicated by the generation information, preferably its size) are used.

The automatically-generated data bases on structural characteristics of real data and

data-generating laws described in the subsections 2.3.3 and 2.4.1. Although these networks and

data are artificial, a lot of problems can be avoided by using them:

• it is often not easy to collect any kind of datasets, even just small parts, from real-

world networks, especially to interaction protocols is really challenging, since special

software and permissions of users are needed;

• real-world datasets are noisy and not always reliable and offer properties of a good,

representative sample;

• in the majority of cases, the complete analytic dataset is typically not available to

researchers, primarily due to privacy concerns. Data retrieval is often controlled (en-

forced access limitations) by the procedures of service providers ensuring privacy poli-

cies;

• it assists in achieving both diverse sources of data and preventing any bias, caused by

on-line available datasets;

3snap.stanford.edu/data/
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• in some cases, the collection and processing of a full data sets is too expensive (money

and time) simply due to their size.

The approach of using automatically-generated datasets could be a solution for these

obstacles and limitations caused by technical circumstances. Usually, a network with distinct

parameters using the Watts− Strogatz −Method (generating a ring lattice with n elements,

adding chords to the k = 6 nearest neighbours as well as having an edge re-assignment prob-

ability p of 0.5) is constructed. Then, if needed, trust relationships among users are assigned

easily and straightforwardly by the Richardson approach.

As a consequence, different and sufficient network environments for the entire set for

experiments are provided, which also reflect the situation in real on-line social networks.

5.2.2 Programming of the Simulations

Programming works are accomplished using Java JDK 1.6 with Eclipse IDE 4.6.1 Neon. Exper-

iments were conducted using an unlimited number of possible threads supported by the library

in the package com.isaacdooley.dagexecutor.DAG [167].

In the simulation, one thread is used to represent each node. Mostly, it is the task

of the nodes to simulate a set of interaction activities (if needed in the experiments) and to

wait for the arrival of a random walker. When a random walker arrives, the needed data

processing is started as described in chapter 3 and 4, the TrustScore values are calculated and

for follow-up processing logged in a file protocol. Then, the updated random walker is send to

its next destination, determined randomly from the set of neighbours, following the probability

distribution of the assigned pairwise trust values. By doing so, the degree of the parallel work

mostly depends on the number of random walkers.

The simulation also offers the possibility to oversee and control the whole system, what is

difficult or impossible in reality. Therefore, data collection and post-processing of the obtained

simulation data from the log-file can be carried out more easily in a centralised manner, what

also includes the consideration of convergence criterion as well as time control to reach conver-

gence. Although a decentralisation of data was mostly applied in this programming model, for

the sake of simplicity, also the information of the transition probability matrix was organised

globally. For the memory handling and control of big real-world datasets from Advogato and

Epinions, a sparse structure was utilised by a storage in centralised matrices.

The experiments were performed on the Lynx CALLEO High-Performance Server 2850

of the Department of Communication Networks of the University of Hagen using an Ubuntu

14.04 operating system. Two servers were involved in the computations:
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• Server 1: having an 8xAMD@ OpteronTM Processor 16-Core 6272 (2.1 GHz, 80W)

with 32x4 GB DDR3 SDRAM, 1600 MHz and 4x500 GB of memory.

• Server 2: with a similar configuration as server 1 except for capacity of SDRAM

(24x4+8x8) GBDDR3 SDRAM 1600 MHz was used.

Using the above explained settings, experiments were conducted and the delivered results

will be described and discussed in the following sections.

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Features of the Used Complex Structures

For an overview, at first, the statistical description of features and topological information of

the used complex network structures are given in Table 5.1.

The used networks are divided into automatically-generated and real-world sampled

networks. In general, these automatically-generated networks exhibit an average node degree

around 12. Further, the average shortest path length and average clustering coefficient are 3.63

and 7.89 × 10−2 respectively. Mutual edges indicate that there is a trust relation between A

and B as well as from B to A also having assigned a trust value. The percentage of such mutual

edges in the network is around 34.44%.

Besides, the real-world datasets of Advogato and Epinions datasets have been used.

Their edge weight is the respective trust value. The Advogato dataset had an average degree

of approximately 15.63, the average shortest path length of 3.29 and the average clustering

coefficient of 9.22× 10−2. The percentage of mutual edges is 38.5%.

The network of Epinions is a relatively massive one with its 75,879 nodes and 508,837

edges. It exhibits an average degree of approximately 13.4. The mean shortest path length

and average clustering coefficient are correspondingly 4.4 and 6.57 × 10−2. The percentage of

mutual edges is 40.5%.

As a very first result, it may be stated that the different networks all show the small-world

property. Also having similar backgrounds and sources (including the automatic generation),

the average shortest path length, clustering coefficient and percentage of mutual edges are quite

similar. This also proves the quality of the generation of synthetic network structures.



# Nodes

(users)

# Edges

(trusts)

Average Degree

(edges/node)

Mean

Shortest Path Length

(edges)

Average

Cluster Coefficient

(×10−2)

Mutual Edges

(%)

Diameter

(edges)

Automatically-generated Networks

1,000 5,069 10.14 2.46 8.22 25.28 7

5,000 24,966 11.99 3.54 7.74 40.25 10

10,000 50,049 10.01 4.28 7.75 39.23 9

15,000 90,021 12.00 3.58 7.92 35.29 10

20,000 100,021 10.00 4.02 7.98 38.18 7

25,000 225,097 18.01 3.89 7.67 28.43 12

Average of Above Values (under row)

12.02 3.63 7.89 34.44 9.16

Real-world Dataset Networks

Advogato advogato.tar.bz2 (195.18 KiB)

6,541 51,127 15.63 3.29 9.22 38.5 9

Epinions soc-Epinions1.tar.bz2 (1.64 MiB)

75,879 508,837 13.4 4.4 6.57 40.5 15

Table 5.1: Experimental Network Details and its Features
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5.3.2 Results and Discussion

In the following section, the experimental results of the 9 simulations made are described. For

a simple reading, the main goal, a short description of the experiment as well as its major

outcomes are –uniformly– given for all of them.

Goal: validating that random walks are a suitable tool to calculate a converging value of

TrustScore of the nodes in complex networks.

Description: At the beginning, the classic PageRank (PR) algorithm runs on the network

with 200 nodes. After that, the random walks-based method (RW) is executed on the same

weighted network. The overall difference between both methods is observed over time (i.e. over

the number of iterations).

Results:

Figure 5.1: Difference following the Time

The difference between the PR and RW values is calculated as a sum of differences from

all nodes of the network by the following equation:

Difference(τ) =
n∑
i=1

| PRi −RWi(τ) |, (5.1)

where τ indicates the number of iterations, RWi(τ) is the RW -based value for node i at the

iteration round τ , PRi is PageRank of node i.

Figure 5.1 shows the obtained difference. As it can be seen, there is a descending

difference over time indicating a convergence. After τ ≥ 2.000, the difference is negligible and

under around 0.008. In other words, the random walks-based method converges after using a
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significant number of iterations to the value of the PageRank algorithm. However, the number

of needed iterations is quite high such that any mechanisms improving the convergence speed

shall be investigated.

Goal: confirming a possible estimation of size of a network by a random walk. It assists in

normalising the TrustScore value into a standardised range [0, 1].

Description: The average TSsample shall approximate 1
n

(see Eq. 4.6). This relation is anal-

ysed to determine the estimated size of the network depending on the sample size afterwards.

Results:

Figure 5.2: Different Sample Sizes for Trust Network Advogato

As in Figure 5.2, TSsample reduces gradually from sample sizes over approximately 200

nodes. As it is to be seen that it is quite hard to reach a stable, converging value of TSsample

with a small sample size for the needed, subsequent calculation of the network size by Eq. 4.7.

However, since big sample sizes can be collected in a successive manner by a few (additional)

random walkers, this might not be a real problem.

Goal: considering the distribution of TrustScore value.

Description: Implementing the TrustScore method on six different automatically-generated

networks with sizes of {1000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000} nodes and a real-world network

Advogato (6541 nodes). Plotting the distribution of TrustScore values in order to observe the

characteristics of the distribution.
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Results:

Figure 5.3: TrustScore Distribution in Different Sized Networks

Consequently, fine grained, distinguishable TrustScore are calculated for different nodes

in complex network structures. Further, many nodes with an average TrustScore are obtained

while higher TrutScore values are really seldom. That corresponds to experience of humans.

That is one person maybe have several friends to trust but almost strangers.

Consequently, the results in Figure 5.3 reveal that independent on network size, the dis-

tribution of TrustScore values follows a Gaussian distribution. In the case of five automatically-

generated networks, it can be seen that the highest density of nodes (mean of Gaussian distri-

bution) was obtained at around 0.20× 10−4. There seems to be no influence of network size to

the characteristics of the Gaussian distribution.

Judging from statistic data of the Advogato network, in Figure 5.3, a Gaussian distribu-

tion was preserved, the mean is located at around 0.28× 10−4. Comparing the characteristics

of the Gaussian distribution of the two kinds of networks, it was recognised that:

• the means of the Gaussian distribution are different. In the case of Advogato, the

value is significantly greater than for the other cases;

• there is a low standard deviation in case of the Advogato network, indicating that the

number of nodes tends to have a TrustScore value closer to the mean value.

In the detected Gaussian distribution, most-frequent TrustScore values are clustered

around the mean and fall off smoothly on both sides of it. It is assumed that due to the diverse

and random assignment of trust values in automatically-generated networks, the standard de-

viation of the Gaussian distribution on these networks have higher values in comparison with

the Advogato network. It can be concluded that the distribution is differentiated than in the

Advogato network mostly because it has discrete trust values at 3 levels (0.6, 0.8 and 1).
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Goal: observing the convergence time depending on the size of the network

Description: In this simulation, the impact of different network sizes on the number of needed

iterations to obtain stable values is studied. For that, automatically-generated networks with

different sizes are selected (i.e. with {1000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000} nodes).

Results:

As an immediate result, it can be determined that –in accordance with [118]– the per-

formance of the method is heavily influenced by the size of the network. In other words, the

experiment indicates that the network size determines the time to reach convergence. Figure 5.4

shows the respective dependencies.

Figure 5.4: Convergence in Networks with Different Sizes

It must be stated that normally only a slow convergence is observed. However, an

increased number of random walkers as considered in the next experiments may help to solve

this problem.

Goal: finding a correlation between the number of random walkers and the convergence time.

Description: Eleven tests were conducted using different numbers of random walkers in the

population. In a comparative study, the number of iterations –which is needed for convergence–

is determined.

Results:

The respective results are given in detail in Figure 5.5 and in Table 5.2. They are

obtained from the same 1,000-nodes-network and clearly show that a higher number of random
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Figure 5.5: Convergence Depending on the Size of the Random Walker Population

walkers (increased from 1 to {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}) accelerates the convergence

by parallel processing in the wanted, significant manner. The worst case with a time use of

146, 287 steps is the single random walker case (recognised by a red circle in Figure 5.5). After

that, the parallel work reduces the needed time. Already a relatively small number of 5 − 10

random walker achieves a quite fast convergence behaviour at an almost stable number of time

steps (here 1, 444 to 1, 903 steps are needed), only.

Table 5.2: Number of Random Walkers Corresponding to Required Number of Iterations

# Random Walkers # Iterations
1 146,287
5 1,903
10 1,853
20 1,649
30 1,605
40 1,677
50 1,525
60 1,510
70 1,444
80 1,480
90 1,453
100 1,455
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Goal: investigating the derivation of TrustScore on a set of fixed nodes within an automatically-

generated network having 1000 nodes.

Description: Implementing 20 repeated runs of the TrustScore method using random walk-

ers. Observing the derivation of TrustScore values on selected nodes.

Results:

Figure 5.6: Derivation of TrustScore after 20 Repeated Runs

Due to different environments, neighbourhoods and other side conditions, the perfor-

mance of the TS calculation may behave differently and reaching the convergence might be

an intractable process. The TrustScore value of a node can only be determined as a constant

one, if the network does not change. However, the randomness in several decisions may cause

different and oscillating behaviours in every part of the repeated calculations, especially if only

a few random walkers are employed.

Figure 5.6 shows the average results of TrustScore and its deviation from a simulation

running 20 times. Exemplary, node 840 (recognised by a red circle in Figure 5.6) is considered,

having a maximal deviation of around 3.68 × 10−4, what is acceptably small. In general, it

can be concluded that the outcomes of the simulation under an identical configuration and the

same underlying topology are stable and identical for different simulation runs.
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Goal: observing the re-convergence behaviour if the size of networks changes.

Description: The TrustScore method is implemented on different automatically-generated

networks with the size of {200, 300, 400, 500} nodes. After having received a convergence of

the TrustScore value calculation, several nodes (1, 5, 10, 15, 20) were added. The number of

needed iterations to re-enter the convergence zone is observed.

Results:

Figure 5.7: Re-Convergence Time with 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 Newly Added Nodes

Normally, nodes come and go in the network which means that the topological structure

of network changes, too. Re-convergence of TrustScore method is –of course– reached faster

than for the whole network in the beginning. Since nodes frequently join and leave the network,

the re-convergence time is an important value to evaluate the TrustScore methodology.

As shown in Figure 5.7, there is a relatively short re-convergence time, which is increased

with the number of nodes joining. However, it increases less than linearly with the number of

added nodes, what is a really positive outcome of this experiment. Network shape, network

size and –of course– the number of random walkers may influence the absolute needed time for

re-convergence.

Goal: exploring the changes in the TrustScore value of a given node, if both the number

neighbours and the weight of their connections to that node are changed.

Description: Implementing the TrustScore method on Advogato with different changes re-

garding node 429. In particular, simultaneously both the number of neighbours and the weight
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of connections were changed.

The number of neighbours of node 429 is reduced by 10%, 20%, 50%,and 70%. Also, a change of

the weights by 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% was considered.

The TrustScore value’s alteration of node 429 is observed and discussed in the result.

Results:

The TrustScore value of a node is not only impacted by structural characteristics of the

whole network such as network size but –of course– also by its in-nodes (i.e. in-coming nodes)

and the intensity of the trust relation.

Figure 5.8: 10% of In-Nodes Randomly Leave

Figure 5.9: 20% of In-Nodes Randomly Leave

To conduct the experiments, a random node was chosen. However, since changes could

especially well studied on nodes with a high in-degree, a node with a maximal number of

in-nodes should be chosen. In the experiments on Advogato network, node 429 satisfies this
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Figure 5.10: 50% of In-Nodes Randomly Leave

Figure 5.11: 70% of In-Nodes Randomly Leave

condition by having 145 in-nodes. However, the choice does not destroy the general applicability

of the simulation results.

The TrustScore value of the given node 429 were observed regarding its the variation

for a reduced number of in-nodes leaving randomly from the network and for changed in-coming

weights.

The original TrustScore value of node 429 is represented by the first bar in each of

the Figures 5.8–5.11. The value decreased gradually from 174.29 × 10−6 in Figure 5.8, over

124.78× 10−6 in Figure 5.9, 109.08× 10−6 in Figure 5.10 and to 82.5× 10−6 in Figure 5.11.

When fixing percentage of reducing in-nodes, each figure among Figures 5.8–5.11 showed

how the TrustScore value changes due to decreasing percentage of in-coming weights. It can

be seen from these figures that the TrustScore value oscillates in a small margin but a general
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trend towards a reduction is visible. To evaluate the trend of the TrustScore variation at node

429, the average TrustScore for all experiments on each figure could help to discover the real

trend.

As a results, the average values were calculated at 136, 37×10−6 in Figure 5.8, 108, 24×
10−6 in Figure 5.9, 82, 02 × 10−6 in Figure 5.10 and 56, 12 × 10−6 in Figure 5.11. Obviously,

these statistics intuitively show the descending trend of TrustScore due to the changes caused

by the direct neighbours of node 429.

5.4 Effects of Trust on Social Structures

As discussed in the state of the art, the small-world structure of a network is important to keep

social relationships intact. The introduction of trustworthiness of users will surely change the

topology of the considered network. Consequently, it is interesting and important to discover

whether the properties of the small-world effect are strengthened or weakened by doing so. The

effect may be evaluated by measuring the two significant small-world properties: the average

shortest path length and the average clustering coefficient.

Regarding the characteristics of social relationships assumed in [21], relationships are

simply categorised by two types: strong ties (corresponding to friends) and weak ties (cor-

responding to acquaintances) (instead of the distribution of relationships by Dunbar’s Social

Brain Hypothesis as assumed by Sutcliffe et al. [42]).

Furthermore, the triadic closure law describes the impact, a trustworthiness of each

direct user may have:

• two kinds of relationship are considered, only: strong ties and week ties depending on

calculated high and low trustworthiness of a direct user.

In these experiments, a chosen border point was fixed at 0.7, exemplary;

• if a user A have trusted, strong tie relations to user B and C, it is probable that also

B and C will establish such a relation;

• if and only if AB and AC are the strong ties, the added edge BC is annotated as a

strong tie. (In another consideration, BC is a weak tie).

The following steps of methodology and implementation were taken in the experiments:

Step 0: An automatically-generated trust network with different sizes of 100, 200, 300, 500,

1000 and 1500 nodes has been constructed.

Step 1: Social ties (strong and weak) have been assigned depending on the strength of the

assigned trust relations.
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Step 2: The average shortest path length (utilising the Floyd Warshall algorithm) and the

average clustering coefficient of the current network have been determined.

Step 3: The triadic closure principle is applied as described above to generate new connections.

Step 4: The algorithm stops if new triadic closures can no longer be found any more in the

current network or 3500 cycles have been reached. If stop is indicated, computation terminates

at Step 2. (Notice that the different size of the networks in the experiment leads to a difference

in the number of steps needed, until no new triadic closure is found. However, the algorithm

stops at the same point of 3500 cycles in every case.)

Using the this description, the average shortest path length and average clustering coef-

ficient were measured to investigate the development of the structure. In the next subsection,

these results are presented and discussed.

Goal: Studying effect of trust on properties of the social structure and especially its small-

world properties.

Description: Experiments of this part were conducted as revealed in the previous section.

Two measurements of the average shortest path length and the average clustering coefficient

were utilised.

Result:

Measurement of structural properties of social network over time returns several results

as described below:

Figure 5.12: Structure Property According to Average Shortest Path Length

The experimental results presented in Figure 5.12 show the results regarding the changes

in the average shortest path length. Six different sizes of networks were used. At the beginning,

the average shortest path length mostly depended on the network size. During the running
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Figure 5.13: Structure Property According to Average Clustering Coefficient

time of the algorithm, the average shortest paths length gradually reduced its value. It can

be recognised that at the terminate state, the average shortest path length in all networks has

been significantly reduced.

The measured average clustering coefficient is shown in the plots in Figure 5.13. It

reveals clearly an increasing tendency to build local clusters expressed by an increased average

clustering coefficient.

Summarising, it may be figured out that trust has a positive effect on the structure of

the underlying social network. The topology of network structures tends to be stable and is

strengthened due to the intensified small-world properties. The evolution of structures ensures

both a reduction of the average shortest path length and an increase of the average clustering

coefficient over time.

5.5 Summary

The heart of the introduced new methodology calculating recommendation on trustworthiness

is the decentralised determination of the TrustScore value for each member of the community.

Since experiments in a real environment of an on-line social network are impossible, the

new methodology has been evaluated by simulations. Therefore, artificially-generated networks

as well as samples of real-world networks like Advogato and Epinions have been used.

It could be demonstrated that the TrustScore values of all nodes in a network can

be determined by a locally-working algorithm on the basis of random walkers. The obtained

values show the expected Gaussian distribution, if calculated using an underlying network with

real-world samples for the trust values.
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Since the convergence speed of the proposed implementation is not very high, it is useful

to employ a population of random walkers. However, a faster re-convergence of the TrustScore

values in case of dynamic changes in the network (i.e. joining and leaving of nodes as well as

changes in edge weights) could be stated.

Another major result was the confirmation that the two small-world properties (i.e.

having average minimal path length as well as a high clustering coefficient) are not weakened

but strengthened by considering trustworthiness of direct users during the establishment of

new connections in the network. This might be an important argument to justify trust-related

considerations in on-line social networks against their critics.



Chapter 6

Perspectives and Applications

6.1 Recent Application Trends

The social commerce (s-commerce) innovation emerges recently as a fusion of two big digital

trends –‘social media’ and ‘e-commerce’. Primarily, this technique enables an on-line trade and

connects customers to so far unknown merchants via recommendations of friends. The idea

behind social commerce comes from simple numerical statistics, which indicates that “70% of

UK Internet users trust recommendations from strangers” by Graeme Foux Knexus. That is

why, in general, the recommendation on trustworthiness in the whole network becomes more

and more important. There are two possible types of social commerce sites for trade activities:

• Option (a): sites with a direct transaction, when purchasing products (Ebay, Ama-

zon). Customers of these systems rely on the reputation of the merchant through the

direct on-line shopping experience. A Trust system on these sites often bases on the

feedback approach with a lot of deficiencies as indicated in the subsection 2.2.4.

• Option (b): Social Commerce (s-commerce) using marketplaces and social systems

like Google Plus, Facebook for on-line marketing and promoting purchases.

Differing from the e-commerce model, members of s-commerce may have both roles

as merchant as well as buyer at the same time. The estimation of the trustworthiness

of a merchant could be based not only on direct interactions but also on an opinion

shared on the whole social platform. A huge community of buyers may, therefore,

influence purchasing decisions by buying and selling of products, using service and

giving recommendations.

In a reference on Trust Transference Theory [168, 169], it is expected that the global

trustworthiness of a merchant in the social commerce is transferred to any related resources. In

that manner, this value might be a catalyst mitigating risk in interaction-making and therefore

also promoting purchase intentions in reality.
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Another futuristic approach and trend comes from China. A government-managed So-

cial Credit System assigns a social score to each citizen. The intention of that system is to

evaluate the qualification and trustworthiness of each citizen of the 1.3 billion population. The

system’s goal is to accumulate all collectable data ranging from financial credibility, criminal

and medical records from all on-line and off-line behaviours and finances across communities

and marketplaces. All information will be distilled into a single social score (i.e. government-

managed credit score) from 2020 onwards.

Figure 6.1: An Imagination of Future Social Credit

It is claimed that trustworthiness is a perfect solution for the question about how to

receive a social score. That social score could be considered as creditworthiness code in control

of the behaviour of citizens, especially in on-line digital communities. Therefore, trustworthiness

is becoming a valuable asset like wealth, power, personal identity, currency. It is expected that a

new economy of trust appears. In that place, social score will influence our lives in unimaginable

ways. Consequently, it will be a prerequisite for carrying out any daily needed activities such

as getting a particular job on the labour market or booking a hotel without disclosure of cash

deposit. So far, the reached scope of the SeeSame Credit System [170], which accumulates

the electronic purchasing behaviour data of 400 million Alibaba’s service consumers is the first

running example and seed for future social credit systems.

Massive problems may arise from the fact that usually a simple user does not know:

• which data are collected and stored about him;

• how those are evaluated;

• how he may get to know his trust evaluation;

• how he may protest against it or take legal actions against his (maybe unjustified)

evaluation.
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Moreover, critics are afraid that the use of such systems may be a possibility to control a

mass of users and force them to show an intended behaviour in order to gain or keep a respective

social score to be able to manage its daily life hassle-free.

6.2 A Concept of Decentralised Trust Frameworks

6.2.1 Related Works

The described problems may be reduced, if the trustworthiness calculation is carried out under

the user’s control in a decentralised network. [171, 172] mentioned already that this may

generate a new class of trust management. Already for some decades, there are a few security

frameworks developed based on the decentralisation of a trust calculation, as described in [125]

and [163].

The new methodology introduced in chapter 3 and chapter 4 may allow the development

of a new kind of trustworthiness recommendation system. This new approach solely bases on the

use of decentralised networks and employs a P2P-based system as a parallel working, separate

and independent architecture for handling private, trust-based information.

This may also help to avoid to store and frequently updated huge amounts of data in

giant storage architectures. An example for such almost un-manageable data amounts might be

given by Facebook, again. According to Facebook statistics 1, with its last updated in 04/27/16,

there were 1.09 billion active users, the raw topological data of the friendship network alone

(without node attributes) counts at least 1.09 × 155 (approximate number of friends 155 on

average) × 8 bytes (assuming that a user ID needs 8 bytes to be encoded) ≈ 1258.8 GB.

However, due to the huge amount of information which is already presented in cen-

tralised networks, it cannot be expected that those networks will be re-developed in a fully

decentralised manner in the next few years. In order to separate trustworthiness estimations

from big companies and the service providers itself, an implementation of a trustworthiness

recommendation system within existing centralised service systems is unsuitable.

Consequently, the only solution consists of the establishment of a decentralised, P2P-

based side-network system, as it is suggested in [20, 173, 174, 175]. That system and online

social network work in parallel, independent manner. It may ensure the needed privacy and

user control on its own data and avoid shortcomings of a centralised system like offering a

single point of failure, having access limitations, being susceptible for attacks (like denial of

service attacks). Thus, the capabilities of peer software meets exactly the needs of the trust

management.

However, the development of such a decentralised system still remains a very critical

1expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-17-amazing-facebook-stats/
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challenge. Therefore, a new concept shall be introduced in the next subsection.

6.2.2 A Trustworthiness Recommendation Framework

In Figure 6.2, the intended architecture of a new P2P-based trust management system is shown.

Figure 6.2: Block-scheme of the Intended Trust Management System

Since most on-line social network systems use the WWW and therefore any kind of

web-browser as user interface and HTTP for communication purposes, the central, crucial part

of trust management system is a plug-in as extension to the web-browser, which may (locally)

observe the users activities and the responses of the on-line social network system. The purpose

of this browser extension is just carry out a one-way transfer of those data into the local data

base of the trustworthiness recommendation system (TrustApp). Therefore, it may ensure a full

separation of any sensitive data and their computation from any centralised service provider.

The TrustApp itself will be an autonomously-working peer-to-peer system running in

parallel to the on-line social network system.

It establishes a peer for every user, running on his own computer and keeping all sensitive

data of that user privately and confidently on the local host. These data contain information

about the local user’s activities and contents, activities of other users related to him as well as

his (pairwise) trust evaluations for his direct neighbours in the social network (i.e. his friends).

As a part of his cooperation with other users in the network, the peer –of course– has to handle

requests from other users, like answering requests on his own trustworthiness (later, a fraud
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protection for this value by the user itself will be introduced) as well as support the processing

of random walkers to support the newly developed trustworthiness calculation.

The bootstrap problem (i.e. the initial connection of this peer to other peers of the

same peer-to-peer network) is solved by copying the friendship relations of the considered user

in the on-line social network system and use this system to exchange the respective contact

information via private messages.

The core elements of the TrustApp are shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Trustworthiness Recommendation Framework

Local Data

This local data is the central part of the locally working peer, which contains all kind of

trust-related data of the user, like activities, contents distributed as well as activities of

other users observed and all trust-related information including evaluated/calculated

recommendations on trustworthiness. All data are confidential and kept solely local

(i.e. only the local peer may access those data). However, the user has the possibility

to delete the entire peer, what removes all information about him from the system

and forces him to fully restart with any trust-gaining activities at initial trust level

(possibly set to 0).
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Activities-Contents Monitor & Analysis

This component tracks, collects all kind of data related to the interactions made

through the respective, one-way data transmission from the on-line social network

system to the TrustApp via the respective browser extension. This information will

be collected, filtered and transferred to the Local Data for storage and later processing

for the purpose of trust evaluation by the Trust Evaluator.

Trust Evaluator

The Trust Evaluator is the heart of the TrustApp. It performs the needed evaluations

and information processing to obtain the wanted trustworthiness of neighbour users.

Therefore, this component may employ all needed interactions and access the Local

Data. Pairwise trust values are processed as described in the main chapter 3. It will

be ensured that trust- and recommendation(on trustworthiness)-related information

are regularly updated.

RW Management

The Random Walker Management controls the population of random walkers, traces

steps of each random walker and controls the data collection for the TrustScore-

calculation as worked out in chapter 4 of the thesis. In particular, it is the responsi-

bility of this unit to ensure the pairwise trust-depended calculation of the probability

distribution for a proper forwarding of the random walkers. The exactness of the

intended trustworthiness estimation depends it.

Last but not least, the RW Management is also responsible to ensure the needed clas-

sical and basic P2P functionalities. This especially includes to ensure the connectivity

of the whole network system by a permanent update of the neighbourhood relations

besides any eventually added friendship relations in the on-line social network.

Recommendation & Assessment

The Recommendation and Assessment unit is responsible for all communication with

the user and optionally with other (local) applications using the recommendation on

trustworthiness for their work.

The major task is –of course– to give context-depending recommendations about the

trustworthiness of any, maybe so far unknown, partners in the network. However,

as it was mentioned in this work, this estimation may depend on a lot of private,

very subjective factors and feelings of the local user. Therefore, especially after the

start of the system, the user must get the opportunity to configure the system’s

decisions depending on his personal attitude and possibly even perform some wanted

adaptations and re-configurations. The respective dialogue is also provided by this

unit.
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The so far specified P2P-System2 is a fully autonomously-working system, which meets

the requirements given at chapter 2.

The still open question of how to protect the local global trustworthiness values (espe-

cially against suspicious activities of the local user) from fraud will be answered in the next

section.

6.3 Fraud Protection

The locally calculated recommendations on trustworthiness of any node are stored locally on

the owners node. On the one hand, this is a big advantage to ensure the user’s control of his

own, private and maybe sensitive data. On the other hand, it gives manifold possibilities for

fraud, cheating and manipulations to him. Since no centralised, trusted third authority, like

a Certification Authority, exists in a fully decentralised P2P-system, other possibilities for a

fraud protection must be found. These mentioned weakness can be optimized for “diamond in

the rough” by using special protocol in fully distributed configurations.

In fact, a very suitable, interesting idea for this purpose and to design a respective

protocol can be found in [139]. The original problem discussed therein is the protection of

tokens representing coins of a virtual payment system from fraud and copying. In order to

do so, the missing third authority is replaced by a randomly chosen group of users. This is

a stochastic approach, whereby the size of the group determines security of the system (i.e.

bigger groups ensure a higher fraud protection on the costs of the needed overhead).

The presented approach bases on the assumption that :

• nodes will join and leave the established community but this just is a more or less

seldom case even when dealing with well-established really working social communities;

• changes of edges will never result in a deletion of all edges of a node or an addition of

a huge number of new connections.

In the work of [139], coins or tokens are designed to be random walkers as also used in

the TrustScore approach presented in this work. These random walkers are entitled to move

forward to the next node in a very special way due to additional data and a specially designed

protocol (see Figure 6.4). While moving to the next node, the random walker re-visits the

node, it has been on k steps before and is again authenticated by that node (i.e. within k steps

a group of k former –randomly chosen– visited nodes has to re-confirm the authenticity of the

token).

Therefore, the random walkers carry a set of additional information, as shown in the

below Table 6.1:
2Unfortunately, the full specification and implementation of this new kind of system could not be completed

due to purely technique issues as well as the support possibility of service providers.
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Figure 6.4: Token Forward Protocol from [139]

Field Description

id identification of random walker

history list of k witnesses/formerly visited nodes

information-of-owner recommendation on trustworthiness

and address of owners

mode-id indicates authentication or not (default not)

successor address of next node,

random walker wants to move to

Table 6.1: Description of Fields

In [139], an estimation for the reachable security of authentication as well as detailed con-

siderations to increase the fault tolerance of the method (by applying an m-out-of-k approach)

are given.

The cited protocol can be used with a few small changes to solve the manipulation

problem of the TS-values by the owners. Therefore, the following changes are needed:

• All nodes in the system are ready to keep temporarily a trace of the visited random

walkers and keep for a given time TS-value of any other node.

• The local TS-value of a node ux are collected and carried by each bypassing random

walker for k steps.
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• While being randomly forwarded to the 1, 2, ..., k-th next node, the random walker

re-visits (following the protocol from [139]) the k, k − 1, k − 2, .., 1 predecessor of ux

again. Hereby, he may leave the TSux-value on all those nodes.

Since those predecessor nodes are randomly and independently chosen from ux, it may

be assumed that they are un-influenced witnesses.

• The owner ux of TSux-value keeps the information about the k last steps of the last

(or to avoid problems with update times the last 2 random walkers, which have visited

ux).

By contacting, the k nodes stored on a TrustScore’s owner node, the authenticity of

the offered value may be verified at any time by the k witnesses. A critical consideration of the

addresses of the k-returned witnesses over time may indicate any violent activities of ux if there

is no periodic change of those nodes (which shall be due to the random walker’s characteristic),

a fraud is possible. It becomes clear that a user must own at least 2k machines in order to

mask any manipulations –if k is sufficiently big, this is a rather hard solvable problem.

In order to separate functionality, an only for this purpose generated sub-population of

random walkers may care for this authentication process. Adjusting the size of this special ran-

dom walker population will also allow to control overhead and memory used for authentication

and fraud protection on every participating peer (machine).

With the made changes, it becomes difficult for an owner to tamper with its own

TrustScore value, what solves a major application and security problem of the given approach.

6.4 Summary

s-Commerce as a new trend in the Internet turns recommendation on trustworthiness for so

far unknown merchants into a wanted pre-requisite to establish any commercial or financial

transaction.

To obtain the needed global trustworthiness values, a fully decentralised platform on the

basis of a peer-to-peer network is introduced, which supports the determination of TrustScore

values using an evaluation of different, observed, mutual activities of the users in an independently-

working on-line social network. This approach ensures the privacy of any sensitive user infor-

mation and allows –at least– a limited control of the user of its own information (by a possible

system restart). Furthermore, any governmental or organisational control of user activities

and influences to his personal life and behaviour are avoided. Last but not least, an effective

protocol for an avoidance of fraud/manipulation is given.
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Conclusion and Outlook

A contribution to an automatic global trustworthiness calculation in on-line social networks

has been made. The investigated approach is a strong support for the emergence of s-commerce

systems. It allows for automated assessments and risk evaluations of unknown business partners,

which are –so far– mostly carried out by the word-of-mouth method in local groups. By the new

methodology, the geographic range of the evaluation is expanded to the world-wide covering

range of the on-line social network systems. Thus, also the amount of considerable information

for the trustworthiness-estimating procedures has been significantly increased.

In order to develop the new solution, the psychological background of trust-building

processes in the human brain has been considered. It has been figured out that trust is built

or destroyed by the cumulated impact of activities of two partners over a longer time. Three

phases have been identified in the trust-building process and modelled in an efficient manner

to give (human-like) trustworthiness of direct users. For the first time, also trust-reducing

activities (e.g. lies, deception and betrayal) and their impact have been included adequately

into the considerations.

In the next step, activities in on-line-social networks have been analysed and their impact

has been described within the model by introducing respective weight factors. As a new feature,

also aspects of the submitted content could be included into the set of the trustworthiness-

influencing factors. Therefore, similarity and sentiment as well as volatility analysis have been

proposed as suitable investigation methods. The outcome of the content analysis could be

quantified and be processed together with the impact of other activities in the single, pairwise

trust parameter of the model.

A significant progress and contribution to the state of the art could be reached by a

method combining all pairwise trust information of the network into a single, global trustwor-

thiness value for every user. Therefore, an adaptation of the well-known PageRank algorithm

has been used in the proposed TrustScore methodology. To avoid any manipulable and at-

tackable central instance, a fully decentralised calculation of the TS-values by a random walks

approach was suggested, which can be accelerated by the use of a population of random walkers.
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To demonstrate the practicability and performance of the developed methodology, sim-

ulations have been used. This approach was necessary, since no experiments with real on-line

social networks were possible and also no data could be obtained from the providers of such sys-

tems. The made simulations are using reproducible initial settings derived from an automated

generation of complex network structures as well as from obtained initial settings from the

real-world networks Advogato and Epinions. It could be shown that the needed TrustScore

values could be obtained in a reasonable time, that the calculation process converges and that

the values will be fast adapted, if changes in the network appear. In addition, quantitative

results about the convergence speed and its dependency on the size of the network as well as

the population of random walkers were derived.

Last but not least, a system architecture for the calculation of TrustScore values for each

user was introduced. A fully decentralised working peer-to-peer approach is used, which works

in parallel to an existing browser-based on-line social network. It implements the random walks-

based TrustScore method and solves the bootstrap problem by copying the social network

friendship relations of a user and obtains all necessary information by a browser plug-in. Also,

the privacy of sensitive user data is ensured and a special protocol was developed to avoid fraud

and manipulation of the obtained and locally stored TrustScore values. A suitable interface

supports the recommendation-making request of the user and may also set the initial parameters

and weight factors following the user intentions expressed in the form of questionnaire.

Future Works shall –of course– include a full implementation of the TrustScore-

methodology within an existing social network environment and refinements of the suggested

methodology.

Two major tasks include improvements for the convergence speed of the random walks-

based approach as well as parameter tuning by a sufficiently big sample of users. Also, other

activities of a user from outside the target on-line social network system may be included, like

a user’s general communication behaviour and other passive and active sensing methods (e.g.

collecting mobile data Call, SMS and Bluetooth logs . . . ) as suggested initially in [176]. Further

more physiological parameters from fitness bracelets are possible.

Since human decision-making is also affected by emotions (including happiness, disgust,

fear, anger and sadness) and its importance in psychological and social risk perception has

already been addressed in [177], those factors might be included in the trust model proposed

as well.

However, most future works and the continuation of research in the working area of

this thesis require a strong support from social network service providers to verify the made

assumptions in a real-world user community. Also, possibilities of an interdisciplinary work

with colleagues from psychology and sociology are given, since their research results will directly

influence the further development and extension of the needed trust models.
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